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Abstract 

Gestamp Hardtech is a world-leading company in presshardening technology. One of its facilities is placed in 

Luleå, Sweden, with departments such as R&D, tooling, process development and production. One of the 

products that is developed and manufactured in Luleå is side impact beams. A side impact beam is a safety 

component mounted in the doors of the car. The space in a car door varies between different models, therefore a 

side impact beam has to be designed differently for each model to meet the specific requirements. 

This master’s thesis assignment was to develop a tool for the employees at Gestamp to improve and speed up the 

design phase for side impact beams. Two master’s theses have been accomplished in the subject for the CAD 

system NX5 and this thesis was focused on developing for Catia. The KBE tool would include knowledge from 

existing production such as costs, limitations and design criteria. It should also provide a connection between 

the CAD software and the simulation software to use when optimising the beam. The overall task was to provide 

a tool with similar functions as the NX KBE tool with improvements of functions not solved for the design of side 

impact beams. The goal for the project was to develop a Catia tool that would benefit Gestamp Hardtech in the 

design phase. 

The work was carried out with a combined product development process including an ordinary process and one 

specialised in KBE development, called MOKA. The thesis work began with planning and making a structure for 

the work that would be done. This was followed by a pre-study which mainly consisted of acquiring knowledge 

about the design method used for side impact beams and about the previous works, from this knowledge a 

product characteristics was established. 

The development of the KBE tool was done in Catia with the help of a special licence called Knowledgeware and 

an inbuilt Visual Basic editor. The major part of the KBE tool was written as Visual Basic scripts because of the 

flexibility and functionality it offers. 

The master’s thesis resulted in a KBE tool for the design engineers at Gestamp, a tool that offered functionality 

to aid and speed up the design process. Some of its features were a user interface for easy access and use of the 

tool, automatic positioning in the car door and automatic adjusting of the beam’s distance to the outer door 

panel. For the KBE tool, a special start model was made to work with different side impact beams that were 

made with the same parameterisation as its predecessor in NX5. The KBE tool was connected to the simulation 

software that gave a semi automatic optimisation of the side impact beams. 

It is hard to estimate how much time the KBE tool saves in the design process and it would require further 

testing and evaluation in real projects to get an answer. The tool offers a similar design experience that do not 

requires any extra tasks than before, only features to aid and speed up the design process. 
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Nomenclature 

CAD Computer Aided Design. 

Catia V5 The CAD software used during the master‟s thesis. 

FEA Finite Element Analysis, a numerical method to solves problems through approximation of 

differential equations. 

FEC A program developed at Gestamp to make the components ready for simulation. 

Hypermesh A program to make finite element meshes of objects. 

KBE Knowledge Based Engineering, a method to automate the CAD process. 

KW Knowledgeware is the KBE system within Catia that provides the tools necessary to work with 

 KBE. 

KWA Knowledgeware Advisor, A KBE module in Catia that is used to write different KBE 

applications. 

LS-Dyna A simulation program used to analyse side impact beams. 

LS-Opt An optimisation program used together with LS-Dyna to optimise the design of a object. 

MOKA A product development process specialised for development of KBE applications. 

NX5 A CAD software. 

PKT Product Knowledge Template, A KBE module in Catia that is used to make reusable templates. 

SIB Side impact beam, a car component developed and manufactured at Gestamp Hardtech. 

VB Visual Basic, a programming language. 

VBA An editor in Catia to write Visual Basic scripts. 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the background and the assignment of the project. Furthermore, there is also information 

about the company that the project has been done for, what side impact beams are and the directives that lie 

behind the thesis. 

1.1. About Gestamp Hardtech 

Gestamp Hardtech is a company specialised in presshardening technology, a technique they have improved over 

the years. The technique has been a success within manufacturing of stamped parts and systems because of its 

improved crash performance, weight reduction and dimension stability to the automotive industry. Gestamp is a 

Spanish owned company with production facilities around the world. The largest facility is in Luleå, Sweden, 

which consists of R&D, tooling, process development and production. Products manufactured in Luleå are 

mainly side impact beams, bumpers, A- and B-beams. 

Development takes place with close collaboration with costumers in the automotive industry such as Ford, GM, 

Volvo and BMW as examples. The R&D division works with the development of new components and the 

environment consists of modelling, simulation and testing to ensure that products meet all the requirements. 

Testing is mostly done with computer simulation programs but test rigs and crash courses are also used to verify 

the components. 

1.2. Background 

The final price on the product is determined by, among other things, material cost, included components, 

production cost and distribution cost. It is difficult to determine the final cost during the development phase of 

the product making it hard to design towards the most cost effective alternative. The design of the product is also 

affected by manufacturing requirements that has to be considered to managing tolerances and formability 

requirements. 

Two master's theses about using KBE with the development of side impact beams have been done with the CAD 

system NX5. These projects have focused on developing a tool to assist and make the design work more 

efficient. The tool consists mainly of a user interface with design criteria that determines the SIB properties 

through a KBE rule system. The tool is connected with the optimisations software LS-Opt that allows automatic 

optimisation of side impact beams. Is has also a cost-estimation where for example the production cost and 

material cost can be reviewed during the whole modelling process. Erik Pernestam and Linus Granström did the 

first and the second thesis, which was more concentrated towards obtaining the final manufacturing cost early in 

the project, was made by Michael Lundin. 

1.3. Assignment 

The assignment of this master‟s thesis was to develop a construction tool for side impact beams with knowledge-

based engineering, KBE, to facilitate and improve the work for the employees at Gestamp. The tool will be 

developed in Catia V5 with help from a special module called KW and Visual Basic for Application to write 

scripts. 

The KBE tool should include knowledge from production with regard to costs, manufacturing constraints, design 

criteria and calculation. It shall also provide a connection between the CAD and the simulation program to be 

used to optimise the beam. The main task was to provide a tool with similar functions as the existing KBE tool 

for NX with improvement of phases in the construction of SIB that were not solved. In addition to develop the 

tool a study will be done to evaluate the impact of the KBE module, the study will include what can be done 

with it and its restrictions. 
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1.4. Thesis directives 

The master‟s thesis included directives that were important to accomplish and were the following:  

 Literature study to research previous work done in this and related areas. 

 KBE course for Catia, to learn the necessary tools needed to accomplish this work. 

 To learn the product development process for side impact beams, from design to costumer delivery. 

 Decide with the supervisor about parts and routines that could be re-used from previous work. 

 Decide which parts from previous KBE tool that should be improved and make a reasonably scope from 

that for the thesis. 

 Evaluate the developed tool to determine its benefits. 

 Write a thesis report and make presentation material. 

1.5. Side Impact Beams 

A side impact beam, also called SIB, is a beam made of steel that is mounted in car doors. They are one of the 

safety components in a car whose task is to protect humans in the event of a collision. During a collision the 

beam absorb energy and its deformation pattern prevents injury to various body parts. Before a beam is used in a 

car it runs through different crash tests both on component level and mounted in car to verify its ability to protect 

the persons in the car. 

The space in a car door varies between different models. Therefore, a SIB has to be designed different for each 

model to meet the requirements. A SIB can have different kinds of shapes, at Gestamp the two most common are 

single and double hat beams. In figure 1 a single hat can be seen, the double hat is in the same shape but has two 

hats. What kind of shape to use depends on the available space, the requirements and its deforming behaviour 

during intrusion. 

Gestamp manufactures side impact beams with two methods, warm and cold press forming. Depending on 

manufacturing methods different design constraints needs to be followed to form the beam. The warm 

presshardening technique offers more formability and using of different materials. Because of that beams with 

lower weight can be produced which has the same high energy absorbing ability but often are more expensive. 

 

Figure 1. A single hat side impact beam. 
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2. Aim and scope 

This chapter consists of the goals, deliverables and restrictions of this thesis. The goals are about what to expect 

to achieve, deliverables about the outcome and restriction about limitations in the project. 

2.1. Goals 

The main goal of this master‟s thesis was to develop a Catia V5 tool with the help of KBE that will benefit 

Gestamp Hardtech in their development of side impact beams. To reach the goal some sub-goals needed to be 

accomplished, which were:  

 Adapt the NX5 functions to work in Catia V5. 

 Establish a connection between the optimisation software (LS-opt) and Catia V5 to work in the same 

way as for NX5. 

 Improve the KBE tool for Catia by solving the flaws that were discovered during the evaluation of the 

NX5 system. 

2.2. Deliverables 

The outcome from this thesis project was: 

 A KBE tool developed in Visual Basic and Catia to improve and speed up the modelling of beams. 

 Start model of the side impact beam to be used with the KBE tool. 

 Instructions on how to use the developed tool. 

 A technical report describing how and why the tool was made. 

2.3. Project limitations 

The KBE tool is made to focus on the early stages in the development process called quotation. The surrounding 

geometry is often not finished during this stage and the focus is not on special design attributes. The focus is 

more on the overall design of the beam and its performance in simulations.  

The developed tool will focus on stable geometry modelling which uses a KBE tool as guidance during the 

process where it should be disconnectedly if needed. The current start models used in Catia when starting a new 

SIB project will be used and no effort will be put on how to redesign them. Furthermore, the thesis will not 

include analysing of the optimisation routine, only to build the connection between Catia, LS-Opt and LS-Dyna. 
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3. Theory 

This chapter explains theories important for understanding the report; it does not go deep into the objects but 

gives a brief explanation. 

3.1. Product development Process 

There are plenty of different kinds of processes that can be used when developing new or improving products. 

Which process that is most suitable to use depends on what kind of product that is being developed, companies 

usually have their own process they follow. 

To use a development process is valuable for several reasons: 

 It makes the work more efficient by having a clear plan that everyone can fallow. 

 It assures quality of the product because it will have to go through checkpoints along the way that 

confirm if everything has been completed. 

 It makes sure that the product is finished in time by accurate planning of the process. 

3.1.1. Generic development process 

Ulrich and Eppinger describe a regular process that most development processes follow to a certain degree
[1]

. It 

consists of six phases and begins with a planning phase. The planning phase, often called phase zero, consists of 

getting project approval and launching of the development process. It includes establishing goals, setting up 

limitations for the project and the output of the phase can be a mission statement. 

The second phase, "concept development", consists of generating and evaluating new concepts on how to 

design the product. From those ones are a few selected for further development. Different methods exist that can 

be used for concept generations and the most common one is brainstorming. The third phase, system-level 

design, includes a definition of the product architecture, defining subsystem and assembly scheme etcetera. 

The fourth phase, detail design, includes complete specifications of geometry, choice of material and piece-part 

production etcetera. This results into documents and drawings that are used for manufacturing the product. This 

phase is followed by testing and refinement where early models are produced for evaluation of the design and 

production. During this phase faults and error can be detected and result in changes of the design. When the 

testing is completed the product can move on to the last phase, production ramp-up, where the product is made 

within the production system that was developed. This phase also consist of instructing the work force on how to 

produce the product. 

3.1.2. MOKA 

MOKA
[2]

 is a product development process exclusively created for development of KBE systems. MOKA stands 

for “Methodology and tools Oriented to Knowledge based engineering Applications” and is intended to reduce 

the costs and time it takes to build KBE systems. The process is described as a lifecycle that is constantly 

repeating and can be seen in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. An illustration of the "MOKA" lifecycle. 

The identify phase involves investigating the need of KBE and what kind of KBE system that would satisfies it. 

The phase is also about investigating what kind of personnel and applications that are needed to be able to build 

that type of system. During justify a project plan that includes a detailed description of the KBE application is 

made which later is used together with a business case to seek management approval of the project. This step 

also includes examining commercial, cultural and technical risks that can occur by doing the KBE project. A 

successful outcome from this step would be the approval to continue with the project. 

The next step, capture, is where the “core steps” in the MOKA process begins. Here information and knowledge 

are gathered to define what the KBE system should include. This is done by interviewing human sources, 

documents or computer models. When knowledge is gathered, MOKA has a form called ICARE that is used to 

decomposing the knowledge into units and classification. The form is also for determining the relationships 

between the features in the KBE system; this is done with the help of hierarchy and process charts. 

Formalize step is where the information is used to build a formal model; it is done by creating a product model 

and a design process model. In the MOKA process a specific language, MML, is used for this procedure. These 

models are then used in the next step, package, where the KBE developer takes over and creates the KBE 

system. An important task during this step is also to build a user interface. The last step, activate, involves 

delivering, installing and using the KBE application. 

3.2. Computer aided design 

Computer aided design, often referred, as CAD is a technology process to design objects with computers. The 

process is used to get graphical representation of designed objects that later can be used for simulation and 

manufacturing. The main usage area for CAD is for detailed modelling of 3D models or 2D drawings of physical 

components. CAD is however often used through the whole product development process; from early conceptual 

design and layout of products, through FE and dynamic simulations and to definition of manufacturing methods 

of the components. It is an important technology which benefits for example lower product development costs 

and shorter design cycles. It enables the design engineer to visualise its work on screen and save if for future 

editing
 [3]

. 

The CAD software used during this master‟s thesis was Catia V5 R19 which is a multi platform program 

including in addition to CAD also tools for simulations and drawings. The system was created in the late 1970‟s 

1. 
IDENTIFY

2. 
JUSTIFY

3. 
CAPTURE

4. 
FORMALISE

5. 
PACKAGE

6. 
ACTIVATE
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in French to assist developing fighter jets for Avions Marcel Dassault. Later they created a subsidiary, Dassault 

Systemes, to create and sell the program. 

3.3. KBE and Knowledgeware 

KBE, Knowledge Based Engineering, can be explained as an integration of CAD with advanced data processing 

capabilities. A KBE system is used to store knowledge of experts for solving problems later. When a design 

engineer is solving a problem, it is done through reasoning complemented by analysis and computations. Beside 

those things, the engineer also has to consider geometry manipulation and product configuration. KBE is 

therefore a technology that can be used to aid design engineers in these areas. 

KBE Systems give the opportunity to make complex tools that can perform the specific engineering task more 

effective than a design engineer can. For example, a task that would take weeks for a team of design engineers to 

accomplish could with help of a well-developed KBE tool only take a few days for a single engineer. This would 

result in savings in work force, cost and time for the company. In addition, all the time an engineer spends on 

normal repetitive tasks could instead be dedicated to creative and innovative tasks. KBE systems are needed for 

engineering companies because they have to face many challenges such as
[4]

: 

 Requirements increasing from different disciplines that needs to be considered. 

 Demand to develop better products in shorter time and with lower resources. 

 Technology is constantly changing. 

A KBE system generally provides an environment where codes and formulas are written which defines how the 

object should be made. When a KBE procedure is running, it calls a compiler that executes the written rules and 

algorithms to generate the result. A KBE procedure can be all different kinds of operation/feature that is possible 

to perform manually. One of the most common KBE feature to use is If, Else rules on parameters that decides its 

value depending on other values in the component. 

Catia offers different methods to create KBE applications. It has inbuilt modules that goes under the umbrella 

term Knowledgeware which consist of methods to implement knowledge on part and product level. In addition, 

it offers the ability to write programs in Visual Basic that is described in chapter 3.3.2. 

3.3.1. Knowledgeware Advisor 

KW Advisor is a module that can be used to develop a great deal of different knowledge for a part and requires a 

KW licence to use. It offers the user the ability to create embedded feature in the design document. The main 

features with the KW Advisor module are mentioned in the list below: 

 Rules are used to actively force parameters to follow each other according to the written rule. They are 

often written with regular If… Then… Else  rules that determine the value of the parameter/feature.  

 Checks is a tool that can be used to get warning messages when a certain criterion is exceeded. It is 

often executed by letting the user now what has been exceeded and what is needed to fix it. It does not 

modify the Catia document. 

 Reactions are feature in the design that reacts to parameter changes and feature updates. The reaction 

will execute a procedure in the model. The execution can be anything, parameter change or lunching of 

a script etcetera and they are integrated with the update mechanism.  

 VBS is an editing tool inside of Catia that can be used to create all kinds of script. This script can then 

be called through rules and reactions.  

 Action is a feature which can be used to create functions that the user can decide when to be carried 

out. 

 Equations are mathematical formulas to compute output parameters according to the input parameters 

and the equation sets. 
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3.3.2. Product Knowledge Template 

Product Knowledge Template, PKT, was another KW module that was available; it is used to make different 

kind of templates which can be used when modelling. A template is a reusable object that can automate tasks 

during modelling, a template is made by generalising the surrounding environment and created with the help of 

it. When the template is created inputs are determined that is needed when using it. There are different types of 

templates that can be created: 

 Power Copy is a collection of features that can include parameters and knowledge feature etcetera that 

can be used in part design. When inserted into a part the feature can be manipulated, as normal a feature 

would be. 

 User Defined Feature is the same as Power Copies but there is one exception, when inserted only a 

“black box” is created that includes all features. Only the published parameters in the black box can be 

edited. 

 Part Template is a template that contains a whole part and its associated documents, drawings, 

analyses and processes. It can be used inside products and once it is inserted an independent component 

is made which is adaptive to the new environment. 

 Assembly Template is the same as part template but consists of an assembly and all its associated 

documents that can be used in products. 

3.4. Visual Basics for Application 

Catia has an inbuilt Visual Basic editor called VBA that can be used to write scripts in the VB language for 

Catia. It offers the ability to script most of the features that can be done in Catia and is included with the standard 

licences. A VBA project can be seen as a box that includes many separate scripts that makes up the whole 

program; those scripts may be standard modules, forms or class modules. This makes it easier to organise the 

project and to reuse code. A standard module can be seen as a separate document where the code is written and 

is stored in the box (.catvba file) whit all other scripts. 

Any of the script types can be used to declare variables, add procedures and can be accessed from other modules 

or forms in the project. The forms can be used to make user interfaces that can handle input variable if needed. 

The modules or forms are executed from Catia to perform the specific operations. Scripts written in VBA are not 

embedded to a specific Catia file (part, assembly, drawing) and can therefore be used for different documents. 

3.5. Simulation and Optimisation 

When a design is modelled, it is uncertain if it meets the requirements. One way to analyse it is to make a 

simulation of the design. Different methods to make simulations on computer exist and one of the most common 

is Finite Element Analyses, also called FEA. It is a numerical method which solves problems through 

approximation of differential equations. In FEA, the calculated body is divided into smaller elements that 

together are called a mesh. In each corner of an element, called nodes, are the calculations made that then 

approximates over the whole body. One approach to perform a FEA is to apply a mesh to the body; it can exist 

of 1D-, 2D or 3D-element. After that the bounding conditions are defined, such as forces and locks. The body 

also assigns material properties and after that, a simulation can be performed.  

The simulation program used at Gestamp is LS-Dyna that is developed by Livermore Software. It is an advanced 

simulation software that can solve nonlinear transient finite element problems. The simulation program is widely 

used in the automotive industry to analyse cars‟ behaviour during a collision. LS-Dyna uses a single file that is 

compiled with commands to be executed. Therefore LS-Dyna can be run with only a command shell, the 

executable and the input file. The input file is written in ASCII format and can be edited with any regular text 

editor
[5]

. 
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The input file can also be edited with a pre-processor, Gestamp has developed a special written pre-processor 

called FEC for LS-Dyna. FEC is used to prepare the designed components for simulation by handling the 

simulations settings. Such as simulation type, material type, component thickness and intrusion direction 

etcetera. 

To improve a design an evaluation of its response is made, based on the outcome the design can then be changed 

in order to become an improved version. Using this method does not necessarily mean that the desired result, the 

optimal design, is achieved. This has to do with the fact that quite often it is not clear which parameters that need 

to be changeg and how much they should be changed to achieve the optimal design. A systematic approach can 

be used where criteria are specified and then the optimal design can be computed according to a formulation. 

The improvement procedure that incorporates design criteria into a mathematical structure is referred to as 

design optimisation. It is a iterative process and therefore requires multiple simulations
[6]

. At Gestamp the 

optimisation program LS-Opt is used. 

3.6. Side impact beam crash tests 

The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, also called FMVSS214, specifies crash test on vehicle structures. It 

is a US Legal requirement that is made to reduce injuries in the event of a collision. 

The Main crash test used for SIB on component level is the FMVVS214 Static Side Intrusion. It specifies how 

the test rig should be set up and the loads the beam is required to handle. It is performed by letting a cylindrical 

loading device be pressed into the car door, the rig is arranged according to figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Loading device location and application to the door
[7]

. 
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The requirements for the test are: 

 Valid for passenger cars, MPV, trucks and buses with a weight less than 10000 pounds (4536 kg). 

 Load device, 12 in (304.8mm) steel cylinder. 

 Total intrusion depth 18 in (457.2mm). 

 Force requirements: Favg0-6” > 10.01 kN, Favg0-12” > 15.57 kN (w/o seats), 19.46 kN (seats installed) 

 Peak crush resistance over the entire 18 in intrusion: 

 2 times the vehicle curb weight or 31.14 kN (w/o seats) 

 3.5 times the vehicle curb weight or 53.38 kN (seats installed) 

There are other crash tests requirements but when designing side impact beams those are usually not used during 

component testing at Gestamp. These requirements can be seen in table 1 but they are not of importance for this 

thesis. 

Table 1. Different crash test requirements for SIBs. 

Legal requirements: EU: 96/27/EC Side impact resistance of motor vehicles 

USA: FMVSS214 Side Impact Dynamic & Proposed upgrade of the FMVSS214 

Oblique pole crash test 

Insurance requirements: EuroNCAP: Side Impact & Head protection (pole test) 

IIHS: Side impact crash test & Side into pole crash test 
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4. Methodology 

A combination of two processes have been used in this master thesis, one development process which is 

described in “Product Design and Development “ by Ulrich and Eppinger
[1]

 and one written for development in 

KBE called MOKA
[2] 

These two processes were combined with steps that were of importance for this master‟s 

thesis. 

4.1. Planning 

The planning phase is the introduction to the problem where goals, limitations, purpose will be determined. This 

is to establish a reasonable scope for the project. The development process, which will be used throughout the 

whole project, will also be decided. The purpose of this phase is to acquire a risk analysis and a timeplan for the 

project. 

4.2. Pre study 

The next phase is about getting more involved in the subject of the thesis; this will be done by reading about 

previous works done in the subject and other projects done in KBE. It will also include learning more about 

KBE and the KBE-module that in present is used for NX. 

This will be done with the help of books, the internet and interviewing people at the company. The phase is 

supposed to end with compiling the material and determining what needs to be done. 

4.3. Product description 

A problem definition, which includes the task that needs to be done, will be compiled from the knowledge 

gained during the literature study. With that a product characteristic shall be put together with the attributes and 

constrains of the system. This should be done by compiling a list with metrics attributes of what the product 

should include. Moreover it should also state if it is a demand or a wish for the product. 

4.4. Implementing 

The implementing phase is the actual work phase where all the KBE work will be done. It also includes training 

of the KBE module for Catia called knowledgeware. After that the work will continue with implanting the 

characteristics that was decided in the previous phase. The method that mostly will be used during implementing 

is “trial and error” where different solutions to a problem are generated and through testing decided a reasonable 

way to proceed. 

4.5. Product launch 

The last phase will be to introduce the KBE-module for the employees of the company and get feedback from 

them. It also consists of writing a master‟s thesis report and making presentations, one for promoting the thesis 

work done at school and the second to introduce the KBE system at the company. 
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5. Current work method 

At Gestamp they use both Catia and NX when designing beams, the way to work with the CAD systems is 

similar except a few differences when it comes to features. This chapter describes the work method currently 

used at Gestamp when designing SIBs in Catia and how the KBE tool for NX is done. 

5.1. Modelling side impact beams in Catia 

When starting a new SIB project the deciding factors are coming from the customers. The demands varies a great 

deal in different projects, in some cases the customer delivers all necessary surrounding components such as; 

window, window rail, inner and outer door panel. That is not for all projects, sometimes the only available 

information can be a drawing or a describing text. However, in most cases the designer has a boundary space to 

work with. 

Side impact beams can have different shapes, the most common ones are single- and double hat beams with 

straight sides. The beams can also have sides defined by a hyperbolic cosine curve. Which type to use is 

determined by, among other things, the available space and the customers‟ demands. Gestamp has different start 

models depending on what type of beam to design. Figure 4 shows the start models for straight single and double 

hat beams. 

One common thing for all models is that they are made in the same way, differences in the sections are what 

distinguish them from each other. The start beams are made of sections put out along the beam's x-axis. A 

surface is made between the sections and that makes the shape of the beam. The two end surfaces on the start 

beams are used when designing the attachment surfaces to the inner door panel. The models also include 

predefined process holes and a rill for the single hat to create a submersion in the middle of the beam. Each 

section is made of a sketch that defines the beam's properties locally on its position. The section sketch is made 

of a curve with parameters that determines its height, radii, lengths etcetera. To facilitate the design process the 

sections are parametric in the way that only measures on one side needs to change. This can of course be 

deactivated when a section needs to be non-symmetric. The sections can be seen in figure 4 along the start beam 

models. 

The sections are also parametric between each other. The middle section controls the height, inner radius, 

thickness and flange parameters, other parameters need to be changed in each sketch. 

 

Figure 4. The current start models, to left single hat and to right double hat. 

  

End surfaces 

Sections 
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When model side impact beams the design process can differ between the design engineers, there are however 

some steps that they all do which will be presented here. In short the process can be explained as; the first step is 

to choose what kind of beam type to design, then position the beam into the car door. When the beam is in the 

door the length needs to be adjusted, when that is done the distance to surrounding components is adjusted. Then 

attachment surfaces are made and SIB properties are set. Then the SIB is prepared for simulation in LS-Dyna. 

The car doors geometry that is of interest when designing side impact beams are: Outer door panel that is the 

sheet seen from outside, inner door panel where the beam is attached to, window, window rail and geometry that 

can be of interest. 

Positioning of the start beam is made according to the FMVSS214 requirements (chapter 3.6), where an 

intersection line is made 5 in from the lowest point of the outer panel. In the middle of the line a horizontal plane 

is made to show where the middle of the beam is supposed to be. After that the two support surfaces' position is 

determined and an intersection line between them is made. The start beam is positioned in place according to the 

plane and line. By doing this the test body in the FMVSS214 test will hit the SIB in the middle where it has the 

highest energy absorption. Figure 5 illustrates a correctly positioned start beam. 

 

Figure 5. SIB positioned in a door according to FMVSS214. 

When the beam is in place it is time to change the length of the sections in order to acquire right dimensions. 

There are recommendations for what distances there should be between the sections but the design engineer is 

the one who decides in the end. It is performed through a sketch called "spine beam" that contains points which 

the sections are connected to. The same sketch is also used for changing the clearance to the surrounding 

environment by changing the horizontal dimension. The distance between the SIB to the outer panel should be a 

minimum of 5 mm, it is preferred to have the beam as close as possible for faster impact during a crash. The 

minimum distance for moving parts such as window and window-rail is 20 mm. 

When the beam is in place it needs attachments surfaces to be connected with the inner panel, the attachments 

surfaces are made on specified places. These are designed to be welded on the inner panel and connected with 

the rest of the beam. The transition between them and the rest of the beam often requires a great deal of working 

hours to achieve smooth transitions. 
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The manufacturing method is a deciding factor for a SIB's properties. Warm and cold forming has different 

limitations on the beam properties. Some properties are changed with the middle section but some requires 

manually changing in all sections. The properties of a side impact beam should be set to manage the customer 

requirements and the FMVSS214 requirements. However, to be competitive on the market the final cost for the 

beam should be low. One major factor on the cost is the weight, therefore the beam properties are often 

optimised to achieve as low weight as possible without exceeding the project requirements. 

When the design of the SIB is finished, simulations are made to verify that it meets the requirements and has a 

"fine" deformation behaviour. The first step is to export the beam and necessary surrounding geometry to Iges 

files. These files are prepared for simulation with a program called Hypermesh that makes the mesh. Then the 

program FEC, made by Gestamp, is used to create the LS-Dyna input file. It determines the simulation type, 

beam material, beam thickness etcetera. The design engineer uses the output for analysing and verifying the 

beam to decide what changes that needs to be made for the next simulation. 

To design a SIB is, as shown in this chapter, an iterative process in which the engineer is involved in every step. 

The cycle starts with modelling the SIB in Catia to prepare for simulation and then on to LS-Dyna. Then the 

cycle starts over again and goes on until the engineer is satisfied with the result. Figure 6 simply illustrates how 

the process cycle is with the engineer present during every step. 

 

Figure 6. The development cycle for a side impact beam in Catia. 

5.2. The KBE tool for NX 

As mentioned in the introduction a previous master‟s thesis
[8]

 with implementing KBE to design side impact 

beams was made. That project was developed with the CAD software NX and its KBE module. This subchapter 

summarise how it is made and the functions it provides. The fundamental problems they had to tackle were how 

the geometry structure would be built, how the optimisation should work and how to connect them with each 

other. 

The KBE tool can be divided into two programs, the first one is a geometry builder to design the SIB and the 

second is an optimisation program to make the simulations. The program to build the geometry consists of a user 

interface that is manipulated by the engineer to change the beam‟s properties. This user interface is connected to 

a rule based KBE script that handles the input and generates the desired result. The rule-based system was made 

to design a side impact beam with as few input parameters as possible. This was achieved by, for example, 

linearity rules to control the beam‟s height by knowing the middle and end height. Figure 7 illustrates what the 

user interface looks like with its different tabs. 

Design engineer

CAD

Hyperm-
esh

FEC

LS-Dyna
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Figure 7. The user interface of the KBE tool in NX from previous thesis project
[8]

. 

The KBE tool uses a similar start model as it uses when not working with the KBE program (the one explained 

in chapter 5.1). The difference is that the model has been more parametric to allow all needed changes to be done 

with the user interface. The single and double hat start models are in the same part file to make it easy to change 

and combine them. It works by hiding the one which is not used. The only parts of the start model that are not 

controlled with the user interface are the end surfaces that are used for creation of attachment surfaces. This is 

because the attachment surfaces will easily fail during the parameter update. 

When starting a new impact beam‟s design project the first procedure with the KBE tool is to position the SIB in 

the door. This procedure works in the same way as described in chapter 5.2 when working without the KBE tool. 

When the SIB is positioned according to FMVSS214 the user interface is brought up to set up the beam. The 

user interface provides different tabs to make the necessary changes for the beam: 

 Length to adjust the beam‟s length to fit into the car. 

 Overall options with parameters that change the whole beam's properties. The beam type is also 

defined here, single, double of combined. 

 Clearance to adjust the distance for each section to the outer door panel. 

 Section options to set specific values for the different sections through the beam. It is divided into 

middle section, hole section (where the reference hole should be) and Left/Right sections. 

 Transition relationship to control the transitions for the surfaces on the beam. A user value determines 

the transitions‟ smoothness. 

The interface allows the design engineer to model most of the beam besides the attachment surfaces. 

The other program in the KBE tool is the optimisation tool. It is made of a set of programs and scripts to join all 

the software used for the simulation together. Because the simulation software is on a Linux platform and the 

CAD software on Windows, a program is used for handling the communications between them. These programs 

and scripts allow NX to communicate with LS-Opt without user impacts. 
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The optimisation procedure starts in NX, in this program the design engineer chooses the energy absorption level 

the SIB should be able to manage, which desired parameters to be optimised and creates necessary files. The 

design engineer also exports the Iges files needed for performing a simulation. When that is done the design 

engineer logs in on the Linux platform to execute the start script created in NX, the script creates the mesh and 

simulation setup. When it is finished, the design engineer starts LS-Opt and reads a file that include the 

parameters chosen in NX. LS-Opt will then decide the parameters value and require new geometry. 

A monitoring program in Windows is used for checking when LS-Opt require new geometry. When there is an 

update about new geometry, a KBE script in NX is executed that reads the parameters value and update the SIB 

part. After that, another KBE script will export a new Iges and put it in the simulation directory. When LS-Opt 

has the requested geometry, the simulations are run with LS-Dyna until it founds the optimum. The 

communication with Hypermesh and FEC is done by a script which is called every time the LS-Opt asks for new 

geometry. Expect from the first step with preparing the SIB and starting LS-Opt the process is automatic. 
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6. Future work method 

When combining knowledge based engineering with the product development process the way to work for 

design engineers may change. This chapter gives a understanding of how the work in the future could look like 

with the use of KBE when designing side impact beams. The method described here is outside the scope for this 

the master's thesis and can be seen as prospective visions to strive for. 

A future approach could be that most in the process are performed automatic with the help of a knowledge 

database that stores information from previous projects to use in new projects. When starting a new project, the 

first step would be to import surrounding geometry provided by the customer. This geometry would then be 

analysed to determine how much available space there is for a SIB. Together with provided information a KBE 

tool will determine which beam type that is best to use. This would be done with the help of the knowledge 

database that includes information of cases with similar conditions as the newly started project. 

The KBE tool would then construct the chosen beam type with the necessary feature it requires. Automatically 

the beam would be positioned in the right place in the car‟s door. The KBE tool would adjust the length of the 

beam from analyses of surrounding environment that it compares with the database. The same procedure would 

be for the distance to the outer door panel to the SIB. At this point, the beam would be in the right position and 

adjusted to the surrounding environment, the only interference from the design engineer has been to import the 

surrounding environment. 

The beam‟s properties, for example, thickness, height and radius would also be decided by the database. The 

only things the engineer would have to build are the support surfaces. This procedures would result in a complete 

side impact beam, and if necessary an optimisation for improving the impact beam would be done. Throughout 

the whole design process the design engineer should have the ability to make changes that are necessary. 

Just by clicking a button, the beam would be prepared and sent to the optimisation software. The software would 

check all possible parameter changes and analyse the deformation behaviour of the beam. When finished the 

design engineer could analyse the result. When optimising the beam new knowledge would be gained to store 

into the database. 

The method explained would result in that no knowledge would go to waste since it is all stored in the 

knowledge database. A method like this could eventually lead to short development time because the KBE tool 

would make the best possible SIB at the beginning. The database‟s development, however, would require a great 

deal of work and would need to be supervised constantly because errors in the database would result in wrongly 

constructed beams by the KBE tool. Therefore the work for the design engineers would instead focus more on 

maintaining the KBE tool and finding improved ways to make side impact beams. 
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7. Planning and Pre study 

The master thesis has been done according to the development process explained in chapter 4. This chapter 

includes an explanation of how the planning and pre study was carried out. 

At the beginning of the thesis a planning was done to get a structure for the work procedure. The master‟s thesis 

description gave a general idea of what was needed to be done. When more insight in the subject was acquired it 

was possible to plan the project. Goals, limitations, purposes and directives were determined together with the 

supervisors at Gestamp. 

To make the work process more efficient a development process was determined that would fit into the specific 

area. From experience a regular method (chapter 3.1.1) as described in Product Design and Development[1] was 

known, but to make one more suitable for this area it was combined with a method called MOKA (chapter 

3.1.2). A combination with knowledge from both of them that would be applied during this thesis was made, the 

process is described in chapter 4. From the information gathered about the subject a planning document was 

made including a timeplan, risk analysis and information about why the thesis was made, this is seen in appendix 

1. 

The literature study mainly existed of internal research to acquire knowledge of the work method when 

designing SIBs and learning about the previous thesis in the area to get a feeling on what to expect. It also 

included external research to acquire inspiration of what KBE could perform. Plenty of time was reserved for the 

learning process to make KBE scripts and a course was attended for learning KBE to Catia. 

7.1. Study of current work method 

As the purpose was to develop a KBE tool that would help the design engineers at Gestamp it was important to 

understand the current process used to design impact beams in order to know what to improve. The master‟s 

student learnt the process from employees at Gestamp while working as a technology intern during the summer. 

From the start of a project with all the required paper work until the end of it, the focus for this thesis has been 

on the design and simulation phase explained in chapter 5.1. The knowledge learnt about the process was used to 

map repetitive features that occurred in all projects that would be targets to apply KBE to. One important 

observation that was even though the basics are the same when designing a side impact beam, minor differences 

still occurred during its course. Sometimes the designer has all needed information about the surrounding 

environment and sometimes just a drawing to work with. A customer can have different patches or attachments 

that the beam should include. However, some repetitive tasks of interest for this thesis were: 

 Positioning the side impact beam according to the FMVSS214 requirement when surrounding 

geometries were available. The design process works in the same way in all situations where the 

engineer has to create all the CAD operations to position it correctly. 

 Adjusting to surrounding geometry. An important requirement is to make sure that the clearance to the 

outer door panel dose not exceeds its limit. It is done by measuring the distance between it and the beam 

and then manually changing the position for each section. 

 Changing the SIB‟s sections. The start models are made of 17 sketches and some beam properties are 

parametric between them but not all. Changing the beam‟s properties therefore requires the opening of 

several sketches to change them. 

 Making support surfaces for attachment to the inner door panel. Making support surfaces on the inner 

door panel for attachments.  

 Export to Iges files for simulation, the mesh software, Hypermesh, requires Iges files. Most simulations 

on component level require the same files, the SIB, test body, extracted areas for attachment to the 

beam and weld points. 
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7.2. Study of KBE tool for NX 

Several researches were made to find out what could be reused and not from the NX tool, described in chapter 

5.2, to the designing of the side impact beam. As this tool was made for NX with a KBE editor called 

Knowledge Fusion, it was not possible to copy any part of the code for inserting it with Catia. However, the 

functionality could be copied to provide the same tasks. The start beam that is used with the tool is fully 

parametric through a KBE script that controls the relations between the parameters. This script contains 

manufacturing and design requirements, which make sure that side impact beams will be correctly designed. 

Input given from a user interface makes it possible to change parameters in all sections. 

The optimisation loop that connects the CAD software with the simulation software is made of different 

programs. Because of the fact that the CAD software is executed on the local workstation and the simulation is 

being performed on a Linux cluster a connection was required between the operating system. It is made by using 

a monitor tool on the local workstation that searches in the work directory for a LS-OPT file which includes the 

parameter values that should be changed on the SIB. When a file is found, a KBE script is executed to update 

and export a new Iges of the beam. The Linux side has the same function with a script that waits until the new 

Iges file is made then continues the optimisation. When most functions are being performed outside the CAD 

software it would be possible to make a few minor adjustments to reuse them for Catia. 

Some limitations of the KBE program was brought up in the evaluation of this thesis report
[8]

, one of main 

interest was: The program could not position the beam automatically inside the door geometry, neither could it 

adjust the distance to the outer door panel. It also lacked the ability to adjust the distance during the optimisation. 

When preparing for simulation, exporting of Iges files had to be done manually since it could not be performed 

automatically. If a parameter connected with the KBE rule script needed to be changed into a specific value the 

rule would need to be erased.  

Researches were made by searching the Internet and reading books to find out about other areas where KBE had 

been applied. Most time was spent on reading theses reports but it was hard to find suitable information to use. 

7.3. Learning process 

A course held by an expert was arranged to learn to use the Knowledgeware module to Catia for applying KBE. 

The course gave knowledge about the features the module provided. The module lacks some major functions 

needed during the thesis discussed in chapter 11.1 under discussion. Therefore, it was necessary to learn how to 

use the Visual Basic editor in Catia. 

The learning process, to make script in Visual Basic for Application, was self-taught with the Internet as a main 

asset. Information on how to make KBE programs was acquired through reading articles and forums dedicated to 

coding for Catia. By using the trial and error method it was determined whether functions could be made or not. 

Catia includes a feature to record what the user is doing and compiles it into a VB script. Even though the code 

often came out very strange it was much needed to find  the required code lines. 
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8. Product definition 

Together with the supervisors at Gestamp a product definition was established from information gathered during 

the pre study. This was necessary for getting a reasonable scope of what the product should include and which of 

its properties to prioritise.  

Since the NX tool was created and turned out to work with some limitations, it was decided to reuse the 

functions behind it. The Catia tool would include both the single and double hat beam with straight sides that are 

the most commonly used SIBs in projects. The start model should be parametric in the same or a similar way as 

the one for the NX tool. To change the way the start model is built was not considered because it would be too 

time consuming. The existing start models for Catia would be used as a base when creating the ones for the KBE 

tool. The KBE tool would provide a user interface for the design engineer for easy access and changing the 

beam's properties. 

As the NX tool lacked some operations that occurred in most projects such as automatically positioning and 

adjusting the SIB with the door panel. Another feature limited the tool was when a parameter needed to be a 

fixed value the connected rule had to be deleted to allow it. These features were to prioritise because solving 

them would make the KBE tool more extensive and speed up the design process. 

For the optimisation loop, it was decided to reuse as much as possible because it would be possible to use the 

same tool for both CAD software. This would be possible to do because most of the procedure, with scripts and 

programs included, was not entirely made for NX. To make it work with Catia a script would be needed to open 

the part model, update it with the new beam properties provided from LS-Opt and then export a new Iges of the 

beam. The preparation work before simulation with export Iges file would be done automatically in some way.   

By making a KBE tool with these features for Catia would benefit the design engineers through the whole design 

process. A product characteristic with demands and wishes of what the KBE tool should include was compiled 

and can be seen in table 2. It was updated throughout the whole project as new demands and wishes came up. 

Table 2. Product characteristics for the master’s thesis. 

Product Characteristics: KBE for side impact beams in Catia 

Demands  Provide the same or similar functions as the KBE tool for NX. 

 Be parametric in the same or similar way as the SIB for the KBE tool to NX 

 Work for both the single and double hat beam 

 Provide deactivating of parameters without losing the connection to the 

optimisation. 

 Automatically position the beam inside the car door geometry according to 

FMVSS214. 

 Automatically adjusting to surrounding geometries; outer panel, inner 

panel, window and window rail. 

 Make a UI to provide a straightforward way of how to use the KBE tool. 

 Connect the KBE program with the existing optimisation loop. 

 

Wishes  Allow the same functionality as the normal work method in Catia offers. 

 Analysis of the compaction height 

 Provide easy exchange of surrounding geometries after the support surfaces 

are done. 

 Make a tool to provide information if parameters for the sections follow the 

parametrical values or are constants. 

 Make an automatic compilation of a design specification by exporting an 

excel document with the information from the CAD-part. 
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9. Implementation 

When building the KBE tool for Catia different alternatives were tested; the approach that was used during the 

development is included in this chapter. The development took place in Catia with a combination of the KV 

module and VBA editor.  

When doing the pre study it was discovered that three objects were important to make; A start model, KBE tool 

and connect the tool with the optimisation loop. These objects were developed simultaneously because 

sometimes the choice was to decide in which object to include the features. 

9.1. Start model 

As a restriction for the thesis, it was decided that the existed start models would be used and changing the way 

they are build were not to be considered. This gave the advantage that it would be possible to reuse the 

parametric formulas that already existed. Some problems had to be solved first in order to make a start model 

that would work with the KBE tool. The main problems were how to make it work for both the single and double 

hat beam and how to apply the parameterisation. Another thing to consider was that in some cases the SIB could 

be a combination of both a single and a double hat. 

Various proposals on how to solve the single and double hat problem were considered, such as: It could be 

solved by using different part files for each of the beam but that would not solve the problem with the 

combination between them. Another proposal was to have both the beams stored in one model and then 

deactivating the one not needed. It would solve the combination problem because by activating the desired hat 

form at each area on the SIB. None of these proposals were not chosen to go on with since they all would result 

in a model containing unused features and geometry.  

Instead, a proposal using Power Copies (explained in chapter 3.2.2) was developed. The sections making the 

beam model are all made with a sketch in the same way. It solved the combination problem because the design 

engineer would have the opportunity to decide what kind of section type to use on the beam. Therefore the start 

model itself was made to only include the positions were the sections should be placed and through a VB script 

the sections would be automatically inserted. Another part was made to include the section sketch for both the 

single and double hat. The sketches from the existing start models at Gestamp were used and in appendix 2 the 

start model and Power Copy part can be seen. 

It was also decided that the formulas, describing how the beam was parametric, from previous theses
[7]

  would be 

used in this thesis as well. They were made to control the beam‟s properties with as few parameters as possible. 

As the parameters already were known the problem was how to integrate them with the start model. An 

alternative was to use a script with a system of rules that was executed and updated all involved parameters each 

time a parameter changed the script. However, it was discovered that this method did not allow a parameter to be 

excluded from the update if it required being of a specific value.  

This was solved by having the formulas on how the beam was parametric stored in the start model. The model 

was given a set of master parameters that controlled the beam‟s properties. Formulas connected to the master 

parameters were created for the needed parameters for respectively section. Appendix 3 describes how the start 

model was parametric by using this method. This method offered the advantage that a parameter could be of a 

specific value and not following the master parameters, by deactivating the formula connected to it. 
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9.2. KBE tool 

At the beginning of the thesis, research was done on different ways to make tools to speed up and simplify the 

designing of side impact beams. In excess of the KW module, another way was discovered that involved more 

programming knowledge and was not as user friendly to work with. This method was to write scripts in the 

programming language Visual Basic. Catia included an inbuilt VB editor with the standard licences called VBA. 

The major difference when working with this editor compared to KW was that everything had to be written for 

every script since it did not exist any predefined features such as rules and checks. This made it harder to write 

the scripts but it also created more opportunities to perform. 

The KBE tool for this thesis was developed in VBA, KW was only used for making rules to control parameters 

in the start model. This had to do with the fact that KW lacked some major functions needed for automating the 

design task that is discussed in chapter 11.1. 

The KBE tool was made as a VBA project program including the modules and forms. To make it easily 

maintained the functions were made in different modules and forms were connected to handle the user input. It 

was divided so that the modules handle all the communications with the Catia part file. The forms obtained and 

delivered information to modules that executed the desired functions. This gave the opportunity to use the 

modules without interacting with a user interface. 

Modules and forms were made to manage the task in the product characteristics. The following is a brief 

description on each of the developed modules, how they were made and their functions. The code for the 

modules can be seen in appendix 5. 

Beam selection: This module was made to allow the design engineer to decide what beam type to use which 

automatically insert the needed sections through a power copy into the start model. It was also made to handle 

the creation of the beam surface after the sections were chosen. The surface creation was made in the same way 

as the original start models at Gestamp. It was also made to allow changing sections in the later stage of the 

design. This by removing the surfaces connected to the section and the replace it with the other.  

Through a user interface, the design engineer has the ability to change the beam type and control when the beam 

surface should be applied. 

Positioning: When the beam is positioned inside the car‟s door according to the FMVSS214 requirement there 

were three inputs that were needed from the design engineer. Other Catia operations were based on the previous 

operations. The input was the lowest point on outer door panel and the two attachment surfaces on the inner door 

panel. By deciding theses places, the module automatically carried out the rest of the operations and translated 

the SIB model to the correct position. 

Length adjustment: This module was important as the SIB model was made of sections that needed to be 

adjusted along the x-direction of the SIBs axial system. Length adjustment module uses the points that the 

beam‟s sections are connected with to change the distances with help of a user interface. The module was made 

to extract the point values and send them to a user interface where the design engineer could choose the 

distances. 

Clearance adjustment: The SIB should be placed as close as possible to the clearance value allowed against the 

outer door panel. This was usually done by changing each section manually and then measuring it to control that 

the clearance was not exceeded. A script was made that positioned the desired sections of the beam 

automatically according to the clearance demand. The script used the measure function to obtain the distance 

between the outer panel and the sections and then move the section the needed distance.  
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The sections could only be moved in the beam„s y-direction and the outer door panel having shifting shapes the 

measure function was set in a loop. The loop‟s task was to check that the right distance was obtained and if not 

move the section again. The sections were moved with a parameter within its sketch. For the double hat beam, 

each hat was moved separately to place it as close as possible. Figure 8 shows what a double hat section could 

look like after being adjusted. Through a user interface the design engineer could decide the clearance and for 

which sections. 

 

Figure 8. Double hat section adjusted to the outer door panel. 

Beam properties: The start model was given a set of parameters which controlled the beam‟s properties 

according to the parameterisation in appendix 3. These parameters were given a user interface to allow the 

design engineer to quickly update the SIB. This module was made to handle the parameter update in the same 

way as the Length Adjustment module.  

Check model: For the SIB design there are requirements from different areas, manufacturing and costumers for 

example. A module was made that included different checks to confirm that the design followed the 

requirements and informed if a problem was encountered. This module only included some checks and was 

made to illustrate a way of how to confirm the design. It checked the draft angle, distance for process holes to 

radius and clearance from beam to window and window rail. The result was presented on a form together with 

some information about the SIB. 

This module was also given a feature to provide information if the parameters for the sections were parametric or 

not. This was done by looping through the parameters for each section and checking its type. This feature was to 

give the design engineer information of how the beam was parametric when working on another engineer's 

project. 

Iges export: The beam model stores the geometry needed for the simulation, the beam, test body, support 

surfaces and welds. These files had to be exported separately as an Iges file to be able to work with the rest of 

the simulation software. That could only be done in Catia by hiding all the CAD features on the screen except for 

the object to export and then export it as an Iges. This module was made to perform this task with the design 

engineer only providing the directory to store the Iges files. The module would also be used during the 

optimisation loop to export a new beam model. 

Batch module: During the optimisation Catia was used to update the SIB part with the new values from LS-Opt, 

this module was made for doing that. The module opens a text file created by LS-Opt that includes parameters 

with the values to change. The parameters and values are read and the SIB part updates with them. After that, the 

Iges export module is called to export a new Iges of the SIB. 
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9.3. Optimisation 

One of the demands was that the KBE tool would be connected with LS-Opt to automate the SIB‟s optimisation 

procedure. As it was decided to reuse the existing procedure the first thing to do was to figure out what things 

that needed to be modified and remade. The optimisation procedure of a SIB can be divided into two phases, the 

Windows phase and the Linux phase. The Windows phase handles the updating of the CAD part and Linux 

phase handles the simulation of the SIB (described in chapter 5.2). 

Most of the modification had to be done in the Windows phase, which was; a user interface in Catia to set 

optimisation settings, script to update the SIB part with values from LS-Opt and modify the Optimisation 

monitor program. 

The Catia user interface was made in VBA as a form that could be accessed from the KBE tool. The interface 

was used to choose the beam properties to optimise. It also offered the option to choose how the simulation 

should be set up. Figure 9 shows what the interface looked like and a further description about it is found in 

appendix 4. From the selected options, files needed for the simulation were created, a start script, simulation file 

for LS-Opt and a pre-processor script. These files were made in the same way as the NX tool.  

 

Figure 9. The interface to choose optimisation options. 

To be able to know when LS-Opt requests a new SIB a program called Optimisation monitor was written in VB. 

The program scans the working directory after a file created by LS-Opt with the parameter values to change. The 

Optimisation monitor was modified to work with both NX and Catia by inserting an option to choose CAD 

system on it. Figure 10 shows the monitor tool with its modification. 
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Figure 10. Monitor tool to check when LS-Opt request new SIB. 

The update of the SIB part was started by a bat file that the monitoring program executed when a LS-Opt file 

was found. The bat file was made to open Catia in batch mode and run the Batch module, described in chapter 

9.2, to update the SIB. The bat file included the start command for Catia with attributes to; open it in batch 

mode, what VBA module to run and which SIB part to open. 

The Linux phase only needed some minor modifications. The scripts created with the optimisation interface in 

Catia needed to be changed to also consider the Catia part files. Otherwise, the optimisation procedure could be 

reused and that created a semi-automatic optimisation loop illustrated in figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. The optimisation process 

  

Windows Linux 

Manually 

 

 

Automatic 
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10. Result 

This master‟s thesis has resulted in a KBE tool for the design engineers at Gestamp to assist them and speed up 

the development process of side impact beams. The tool consists of a user interface in Catia that is for 

manipulating a side impact beam start model, this is illustrated in figure 12. The start model is parametric to 

handling most of the changes from the user interface, it is made for both single and double hat beams that can be 

easily controlled and changed through the KBE tool. The KBE tool has been connected with the previously 

developed optimisation routine for NX and works in the same way. 

 

Figure 12. Illustration of the interface to the KBE tool and the start model. 

The KBE tool offers the following features and a more detailed description on how they are used together with 

the user interface can be read in appendix 4. 

 Selection of side impact beam type to design, with the possibility to choose between single or double 

hat beams for the surface. 

 Position the beam automatically in the car door according to FMVSS214 with only three inputs from 

the user. 

 Allow the user to adjust the beam's length with the help of a well-defined interface that allows the 

dependent distances to be changed. 

 Automatic clearance adjustments between the side impact beam and the outer door panel. The design 

engineer controls which parts of the beam to be adjusted. 

 Fully control of the beam's properties through an interface that includes the input parameters for the 

parametric start model. 

 A feature that scans the model and provides information on; manufacturing constrains, geometry 

constrains, SIB properties and parametric behaviour. 

 User interface to prepare the side impact beam for optimisation with LS-opt. 

Catia has been integrated with the current optimisation routine and offers the same functionality. The previous 

developed program used in windows for handling the contact between the CAD system and LS-Opt has been 

modified to also operate with Catia V5. 
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11. Conclusions and future work 

This chapter brings up the conclusion about the result for this master‟s thesis. It includes reflections from the 

master‟s student of the thesis. It also includes an evaluation of the different KBE functions available for Catia 

and about work that could be done in the future. 

The result from this master‟s thesis should be seen as a concept on how KBE can be used in the design of side 

impact beams in Catia and not as a final product to start using in projects. The goals that was put together at the 

beginning of the project was very broad and basically stated that the same as done in NX should be done in Catia 

but be improved. As reflecting over theses they can all be seen as fulfilled where most of the functionality from 

the NX tool has been integrated and new functions have been made. 

The KBE tool turned out to be as originally planned and looking at the product characteristics all points under 

demands have been integrated with the tool. During the process, the list with wishes expanded as the employees 

at Gestamp discovered new features that the tool cloud include and not all of them were implanted due to the 

time constrain. For example, analysis of the compaction height was never looked into because it was done with 

another program and was considered to take too much time. "Provide an easy exchange of surrounding geometry 

after the support surfaces are done" was not changed from how it currently was done. Also, the automatic 

compilation of a design specification was not done but could be done in the future without any major difficulties. 

It is hard to say how much time that can be saved by using this KBE tool. This would require further testing and 

evaluation of the tool in real projects. However, it should be seen as a time saving object because it do not 

require any extra tasks to do than before, it only provides features to speed up the current work method. 

For the employees at Gestamp the design experience when using the KBE tool should feel the same as they are 

used to. The user interface is made to aid and speed up procedures that normally is done in the part file through 

changing the sketches manually. The Catia part file and the KBE tool is not hard coded with each other, which 

gives the possibility to make changes direct in the part file. This allows the design engineer to choose whenever 

to use the tool or not. The tool can be used through the whole design phase as long as no changes are made to the 

original tree structure and parameters in the start model. 

One of the biggest changes for the start model was the usage of power copies. It turned out to work as intended 

but it required a lot of time to developed and the script also got a bit slow. A "hole surface" takes about 30 sec to 

be change between a single and double hat and up to a minute for the whole beam. This could possibly be made 

faster by optimising the code used to do it. However, it is faster than doing it manually but not so fun for the 

design engineer to wait for a function to finish. 

The optimisation program, LS-Opt, was not used for Catia before the thesis; this makes it one of the largest time 

saving factors. Now the design engineers can work with other projects/tasks when the optimisation of the SIB is 

performed automatically. No time was put on improving the optimisation routine and only to connect it with the 

pre-developed routine. It is a smart solution but also a bit simplified and will still require the design engineer to 

self update the SIB part because it do not consider the deformation behaviour when optimising. How this should 

be solved is a hard task that would require a lot of work. 

The thesis was performed through the mixed development process including MOKA, the MOKA process was 

not used to the extend as initially intended. The process offered a good guide on how to work with KBE projects 

but was hard to follow with the lack of experience in KBE at the thesis start. This has resulted in that most of the 

work has been carried out simultaneously as the learning process. With the gathering of more knowledge, the 

functions could in the future be modified to be more effective. A lot of time was spent on learning how to use 

both the VBA editor and the KW license. Below follow an evaluation of the two different way of working with 

its disadvantages and advantages.  
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11.1. Evaluation of using Knowledgeware in Catia 

KW Advisor offers a lot of good feature that could be used to make the design of side impacts beams easier, 

especially the ability to make rules that can control the constraints in sketches. By letting the parameters be rule 

based by stating conditions allowed that changes could be made to the section sketches without failing and 

needed to redrawn. For example when the height of the sections got very small the draft angle would eventually 

fail but making a rule that controlled the draft angle that problem was solved.  

Another feature with KW Advisor was to make checks to inform the user that something had been wrong. It was 

examined during the master's theses and could be used to warn the user when radius, draft angle, distances for 

example got too small or large. The disadvantages with using the checks was when the feature or geometry that 

was connected to the check was deleted to be replaced the check would stop to work. They could not be 

deactivated before deleting a feature and then activated when inserting a new feature, a new check would need to 

be made for that feature. 

There are also some other functions included in KW Advisor, reactions for example that is used to execute a 

script when something specific happening in the model, parameter changes for instance. This could of course be 

useful in some situations with the SIB but often the same function can be achieved with the use of rules. KW 

included an editor to make write scripts in a similar way as with VBA but it was ineffective because it had less 

functionality and lacked some major functions, making forms for instance. 

All features made with the KW module are embedded in the Catia file which leads to that they will only work for 

the specific file. The features can be of great use, especially to controlling the sketches so they will not break. 

Throughout the thesis, the module was not used that much because it lacked functions that were needed that 

could be done by writing scripts in VBA. There could be used more for example checks to control distances but 

one of the problem occur when you need to change surrounding geometries. It would cause the feature to stop 

working and need to be redone to get it to work again. Also maybe the largest drawback with the module is that 

it is very expensive seen that most things can be made with the VBA editor that is included with the regular 

license. 

With the KW license, the PKT module was included but was not used during the thesis. It included functions to 

make part templates, assembly templates and a feature called “knowledge pattern” to insert templates at defined 

locations in a Catia document. 

11.2. Evaluation of using VBA in Catia 

VBA offers some essential functions that were needed during the master's theses that were not included in the 

KW module. It offers the ability to make forms that was necessary because it makes the scripts user friendly. 

Another operation that was need was the ability to build geometry and that could be done with the VBS editor 

but it was more difficult, which is described further down. 

There are some disadvantages with using VBA instead of KW and other similar modules. The scripts made in 

VBA are not embedded into the Catia file and open forms are not updated with new values if the file is being 

manipulated without using the open form. There are workarounds that could be used to solve these issues. 

Through VBA, almost everything that is possible to do in Catia can be scripted and therefore also automated to 

speed up the modelling process but it requires some learning of the VB language and how to use it with Catia to 

get the scripts working. 

As mentioned in the report the KW module offers a editor to make scripts in a similar way as the VBA editor but 

it has not been used at all because the editor lack many functions that helps you when writing scripts. For 

example, some Catia operations cannot be done with it and it does not support forms. The VBA editor has 

functions to get information about what the specific feature can do and has a debugging tool that can be used to 

follow the script when running to find the errors, which KV editor does not have. 
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Most of the work done during the master's theses has been with the VBA and that is because the flexibility and 

being able to do all the required operations. Many of the scripts done for the SIB tool would not been possible 

with only the KW module. The KW module has been used in some areas and the best solution would be to 

combining them. However, as the KW module requires extra license that is expensive and VBA can be used 

without them most of the task would be able to work fine without it. 

11.3. Future work 

As discussed in the future work method, chapter 6, it is about how the KBE could be used in the future. Instead 

of the design engineer has to decide the computer will do it for him and the computer will get smarter over time. 

However, this was not a realistic solution for the time being and be seen as an inspiration source to strive for.  

The developed KBE tool during this thesis could be used through the whole design process of side impact beams 

in Catia because of the possibility to work as normal without using it. However, it offers only limited functions 

in some areas and some of the future work with it could be:  

 The developed KBE tool needs to be evaluated and tested in real projects. During the development 

process, the KBE tool has been tested in small-simplified scenarios. An evaluation needs to be done by 

the design engineers as Gestamp to estimate its usefulness and how to proceed with the project.  Also 

by using the tool in real project bugs and error will occur and can be corrected. 

 Possible future work could be to redesign the way the start model is built from the ground and by that 

include more of the KW functions. However, that would first require an investigation if that is 

necessary or not. Disadvantage to build around KW features is that the license would always be needed 

to make changes to it. 

 Insert more manufacturing and design constraints to the start model. There exist a lot of constrains that 

has to be considered during the design phase of side impact beams. Some of them were implanted with 

the start model and some in the check module; more could be inserted to better aid the design engineer 

and avoid unnecessary redesigns. 

 Automatic making a design specification from Catia. The design specification is a word document but 

changing it to an Excel document would make it easy to automate the procedure. This because Excel 

also works with VBA to make reusable scripts.  

 When the side impact beam is combined of both single and double hat sections the transition between 

them is not made automatically because it is difficult to make a smooth surface. Manually this 

procedure can be done in different ways but it is hard to script because different situations require 

different solutions. A script to consider this could be made to automate this procedure as well. 

 A user interface to manually change the distance between the SIB and the outer door panel. The KBE 

tool only offers the distance to be change automatically with the clearance chosen by the design 

engineer. Another form with the options to change the values manually for each section would allow the 

design engineer to make small changes without needing to use the part model. 

 The user interface could be changed to a more satisfying appeal for the employees at Gestamp. 

 A method to change the surrounding geometry without destroying features in the model file. The 

current method often results in features collapsing when changing the geometry, a solution would result 

in less time spent on correcting theses errors.  
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Planning 

This document includes information about the purpose on why the thesis was performed and for whom it was 

intended. Also a Risk Analysis whit solutions for unexpected events that could occur and the established 

timeplan for the project. 

Purpose 

The purpose with this master’s thesis was to create a construction tool that would be used when developing side 

impact beam for passenger cars. The tool was intended for the CAD system Catia V5 with the help of knowledge 

based engineering, KBE.  

This construction tool would be used to get a more effective and faster design phase of side impact beams. The 

tool will include knowledge from manufacturing, simulation, and design limitations. The tool would also include 

a connection to the optimisation software in order to speed up the process. The thesis will be a continuation of 

previous work done in the subject at Gestamp with the CAD system NX5. 

User group 

This system is made for the design engineers at Gestmp Hardtech to use in Catia during in the development of 

side impact beams. The users are experienced in modelling with different CAD systems Catia, NX and Ideas. 

They are well aware of its limitation and constrains in the design, the same is for simulation where they use LS-

Dyna at daily basis to optimise the design of the beams. 

This made it important to have a high-quality structure of the KBE tool where the user easily could learn the 

potential and limitation of the system. 
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Risk analysis 

A risk analysis was established for the thesis with scenarios that could delay the work, they were considered and 

had a plan if to occur. As the project only included one person with a specific task only the major risks was 

considered in the analysis. In table 1, the risk analysis can be seen with a solution on how to deal with them and 

its degree of occurring. Where one representing a low risk and ten a high risk of occurring. 

Table 1. The risk analysis for the master’s thesis. 

Risk Degree Solution 

Delay of Catia 

course/licence 

6 

 

Because the licence extends over three mounts from the day 

the company decides to start using it this problem can easily 

be fixed by extending the master’s thesis with some extra 

weeks.  

Unable to work because of 

illness 

2 In the event of a severe illness that would result in being 

unable to work, different solutions could be used depending 

of the illness length. If only a few days it could be handle by 

working longer days/nights after the illness. If consists of 

some weeks it could either be solve by changing the project 

plan or by extending the KBE licensing time. 

Not finishing in time 6 Problem that the work would not be finished in time could be 

avoided from the start by making a good project characteristic 

with reasonable limitations. Also by reviewing the limitations 

during the whole process and change them if considered not 

being able to finish in time. 

However, if it would occur a solution could be to extend 

either the licence time or the school to acquire the Catia KBE 

licence to finish the work there.   

Computer crashes 3 If the computer the work is saved on would crash and the 

work erased should be avoided by regular making back-ups. 

Because more computers exist where the work could be done. 

Unable to solve a 

KBE/programming task 

8 Because the lack of knowledge in KBE and programming it 

was a high risk this would occur. A first solution would be to 

search on internet/book about answers and to ask internal 

personnel (supervisors, Gestamp- and school personnel) about 

help. The second resort would be to get help from external 

people specialised with Catia and KBE. 
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Timeplan 

In table 2 the timeplan can be seen and in table 3 explanations of the content for each phase in the timeplan. 

Table 2. The timeplan as a GANNTT-chart 

 

Table 3. Content of the phases in the timeplan. 

Phase Content 

Planning: Set up goals, project limitation, scope and purpose. 

  Determine user group. 

  Determine product development process to use. 

  Make a risk analysis. 

  Make a structure of how the report should be done. 

  Establish a timeplan. 

Pre-study: Literature study about previous work in this area. 

 Literature study about previous work in KBE. 

  Learn about KBE. 

  Learn the KBE-tool for NX. 

  Interview about KBE tool for NX, good and bad. 

  Determine with supervisors about what could be re-used and improved. 

 Product description: Compile material gathered in pre-study and determine what to be done. 

 Write a product definition. 

  Make a product characteristic. 

Implementation: Learn how to use KBE in Catia with the available methods. 

 Implement the determined functions with help of KBE. 

  Get the connection between Catia, LS-Dyna and LS-Opt to work. 

Documentation: Record the work done to later use for report writing.  

Product launch: Introduce the KBE-module for the employees. 

 Write a master's thesis. 

 Make a presentation for school. 

  Make a presentation for Gestamp. 

 

Year

Month

Week 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 1 2 3 4 5 6

Planning

Litterateur study

Product description

Catia/KW learning

KBE-implementation

Documentation

Report writing

Presentation

2010 2011

GANTT-chart

September October November December January FebruaryAugust
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Start model 

This document illustrates how the developed start model to the KBE tool looked like and in figure 1 the start 

model is seen. It was made of points and planes positioned along the beam x-vector of the beams axial system. 

These are used to determine were the sections are to be inserted. 

 

Figure 1. The start model. 

To insert sections as a Power Copies a part were made to work as a library that included sections for both the 

single and double hat. A section was inserted through a VB script where the design engineer could choose which 

type to use. Each beam type had two similar section; one that was parametric with the start models parameters 

and the other not. The non-parametric was used for the end surfaces of the side impact beam because they were 

not parametric with the rest of the beam. 

 

Figure 2. The model including the Power Copies. 
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The parametric start beam 

This document describes how the side impact beam was parametric. It only covers the single hat because the 

similarities between single and double hat beam. Figure 1 shows the SIB as a single hat start model. 

 

Figure 1. Single hat side impact beam. 

The beam surface is made by making surfaces between the sections with named areas in figure 1. Then 

transitions are made between these surfaces. The end surfaces are not parametric with the rest of the beam and 

are used when building the attachment to the door panel. 

  

End surface 

End surface 

Hole surface 

Hole surface 

Middle surface 

Left surface 

Right surface 
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The beam properties are determined by all sections, figure 2 shows a section with the parameters that determines 

its shape. A section is parameterised to make it symmetric but each parameter can have a specific value by 

deactivating the formula determining the parameterisation. The draft angle was given a rule to allow small beam 

heights without the sketches to collapse. The rule determined the draft angle value at small heights was 

according to equation 1. 

 

Figure 2. A single hat section. 

𝐼𝐹 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 < 2 ∙  𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 + 𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 1 𝑇𝑒𝑛   

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = sin−1  
−0.8∙𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 +2∙ 𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟  𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 +𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠  

2∙𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟  𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 +𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
   (1) 

These sections are controlled by a set of parameters in the start model. The radius, thickness and draft angle has 

the same value for all sections. The middle width has different values between the surfaces in figure 1 and is 

determined by the design engineer. 

The height, flange angle and flange width are all controlled by a linearity rule. The sections making the middle 

surface has all the same value. The linearity rule, equation 2, determines the values based on the sections 

position, the middle section height and the last hole sections height. 

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 =  
 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑡 −𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  ∙ 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 −𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖 𝑜𝑛  

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑡
+ 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛   (2) 

Total length is the length between the middle section and the last hole section. Section length is the length from 

the middle section to the calculated section. 

Thickness 

Height 

Flange width 

Flange angle 

Draft angle 

Middle width 

Inner radius 
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The KBE tool 

The developed KBE tool for this master’s thesis was controlled by a 

user interface to aid the design engineer when working with it. The 

user interface consisted of different forms made in VBA that is 

accessed through a toolbar, figure 1, within Catia. The interfaces 

provide information for the design engineer to manipulate and then 

provide to the needed modules to update the part file.  

This document shows how the different interfaces looks like and who they are used. 

Beam selection 

The beam selection interface, figure 2, is used to change and create the beam sections. The design engineer has 

the ability to combine the sections on the beam as illustrated in figure 2. The interfaces also allow changing the 

sections later in the design phase. When the sections are placed in the model the surface options can be used to 

create SIB’s surface. “Create rill” is an extra feature for single hat beams that is imported to the model as a 

Power Copy. 

The interface is also used to start the positioning procedure of the SIB with the car door geometry. 

 

Figure 2. The UI to choose the beam type and build the SIB surface. 

Length Adjustment 

Length Adjustment is used to change the beam’s length. The interface, figure 3, includes the measures that are of 

importance when adjusting the length. The values inserted in the boxes are recalculated to reposition the affected 

sections correctly in the SIB model. 

 

Figure 3. The UI to adjust the SIB length. 

  

Figure 1. The toolbar. 
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Clearance adjustment 

The Clearance adjustment interface allow the design engineer to set the clearance between the SIB and the outer 

door panel. Different clearance values can be set along the SIB as seen in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The UI to set the SIBs clearance to the outer door panel. 

Section options 

This interface is used to change the beams properties; it includes the parameters to control the parametric beam. 

It is made of three tabs, the first with the middle surface parameters and parameters that are same for all sections. 

The second tab is for the left and right hole surfaces that includes the same parameters as the middle section. The 

last tab is for the left and right surfaces where only the middle width can be changed. The interface highlights the 

area on the SIB that is affected in each tab as can be seen in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The UI to change the beam properties. 

Check model 

To inform the design engineer during the design phase an interface was used to provide inform about design and 

manufacturing restriction in the model. The interface was made as an example on how to assure that the SIB is 

designed in a correct way. It is also used to run the script that checks if the sections parameters are parametric or 

not. Figure 6 shows how the interface looked. 
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Figure 6. A form that informs if design criteria are satisfied or not. 

Optimisation and Export 

The last interface was made to prepare the SIB for the optimisation. It consists of determining optimisation 

constrains and exporting Iges files. The optimisation part, left form in figure 7, was to make the necessary files 

needed for optimisation with information about parameters to include, simulation method and the energy 

absorption level. 

The export part, right form in figure 7, the design engineer can chose to export the needed parts from the Catia 

model needed to perform a simulation. If the KBE tool is unable to find the object in the part, the user has the 

ability to select them. 

 

Figure 7. A UI to set the optimisations constrains and to export Iges for simulation. 
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The VBA modules 

This document includes all the developed modules that was done for the KBE tool. It covers the written code and 

no not information on how the function, that can be read in the report. The code for the following modules are 

shown: 

 Beam selection 

 Positioning 

 Length adjustment 

 Clearance adjustment 

 Beam properties 

 Check model 

 Iges export 

 Optimisation module 
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Beam selection 

Private iDoc As Document 

Private iPart As Part 
Private para As Parameters 

Private rootPara As Parameters 

Private sel As Selection 
Private SBSketches As Sketches 

Private SpineBeam As HybridBody 

Private PositionVaribles As HybridBody 
Private Surfaces As HybridBody 

Private ConnectSurfaces As HybridBody 

Private hybridShapes1 As HybridShapes 
Private SectionFactory As InstanceFactory 

Private find_str As String 

Private HSFactory As HybridShapeFactory 
 

Sub CATMain() 

Set iDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument 
Set iPart = iDoc.Part 

Set para = iPart.Parameters 

Set rootPara = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

Set sel = iDoc.Selection 

Set HSFactory = iPart.HybridShapeFactory 

Set SpineBeam = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam") 
Set SBSketches = SpineBeam.HybridSketches 

Set Surfaces = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("MainSurface").HybridBodies.Item("Surfaces") 
Set ConnectSurfaces = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("MainSurface").HybridBodies.Item("Transitions") 

Set PositionVaribles = SpineBeam.HybridBodies.Item("PositionVaribles") 

Set hybridShapes1 = PositionVaribles.HybridShapes 
Set SectionFactory = iPart.GetCustomerFactory("InstanceFactory") 

 

frmSectionBuild.Show vbModeless 
End Sub 

 

Sub PowerCopy_Option(ByRef SecCol() As Integer, ByRef BeamType() As Integer) 
Dim Pl As Plane 

Dim Pt As Point 

Dim H As Parameter 
Dim R As Parameter 

Dim f As Parameter 

Dim FA As Parameter 

Dim d As Parameter 

Dim T As Parameter 

Dim MW As Parameter 
Dim dMH As Parameter 

Dim dBW As Parameter 

Dim dMW As Parameter 
Dim dIA As Parameter 

'-------------------- 

Dim BeamID As Integer 
Dim SecChange() As Integer 

Dim PCBeam(1) As String 

Dim i As Variant 
Dim j As Byte 

 

j = 0 
iPart.InWorkObject = SpineBeam 

Set R = rootPara.Item("Radius") 

Set d = rootPara.Item("Draft") 
Set T = rootPara.Item("Thickness") 

Set dIA = rootPara.Item("dblInsideAngle") 

 

For Each i In SecCol 

    sel.Clear 

    find_str = "Section_" & i 
    sel.Search ("(Name='" & find_str & "'),all") 

    If sel.Count = 1 Then 

        BeamID = para.SubList(SBSketches.Item("Section_" & i), True).Item("Beam_id").Value 
        If BeamID <> BeamType(j) Then 
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            ReDim Preserve SecChange(j) 

            SecChange(j) = i 

            j = j + 1 

        End If 

    End If 
Next i 

 

If j > 0 Then 
 

    j = 0 

    Call DeleteTransition(SecChange) 
    Call DeleteSurface(SecChange) 

 

    For Each i In SecChange    'Looping through all sections 
        If BeamType(j) = 0 Then 

            If i < 7 And i > -7 Then 

                PCBeam(0) = "PcSinglePara" 
                PCBeam(1) = "SingleSection" 

            Else 

                PCBeam(0) = "PcSingle" 
                PCBeam(1) = "SingleSection2" 

            End If 

             

        Else 

            If i < 7 And i > -7 Then 

                PCBeam(0) = "PcDoublePara" 
                PCBeam(1) = "DoubleSection" 

            Else 
                PCBeam(0) = "PcDouble" 

                PCBeam(1) = "DoubleSection2" 

            End If 
        End If 

     

        CATIA.DisplayFileAlerts = False 
        HSFactory.DeleteObjectForDatum iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(iPart.FindObjectByName("Section_" & i & "Rel")) 

        HSFactory.DeleteObjectForDatum iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject _ 

(SBSketches.Item("Section_" & i)) 
        CATIA.DisplayFileAlerts = True 

         

        Select Case i 
        Case -1 To 1 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidth") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidth") 

        Case 2 To 4 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidthLeftSide") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidth") 
        Case 5, 6 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidthLeft") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidthLeft") 
        Case -4 To -2 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidthRightSide") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidth") 
        Case -6, -5 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidthRight") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidthRight") 
        Case Else 

            Set MW = rootPara.Item("MiddleWidth") 

            Set dBW = rootPara.Item("dblHatWidth") 
        End Select 

     

        Set Pl = hybridShapes1.Item("pl_" & i) 
        Set Pt = hybridShapes1.Item("pt_" & i) 

        Set H = rootPara.Item("HSection" & i) 

        Set f = rootPara.Item("FlangeW" & i) 

        Set FA = rootPara.Item("FlangeA" & i) 

        Set dMH = rootPara.Item("dblMidHeight" & i) 

        SectionFactory.BeginInstanceFactory PCBeam(0), "X:\XXX\PowerCopyPart_v11.CATPart" 
     

        Call InstanciateSection(BeamType(j), i, SectionFactory, Pl, Pt, H, R, f, FA, d, T, MW, dMH, dBW, dIA) 
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        SBSketches.Item("Section").Name = ("Section_" & i) 

        iPart.FindObjectByName(PCBeam(1)).Name = "Section_" & i & "Rel" 

    j = j + 1 

    Next i 

Else 
    Exit Sub 

End If 

iPart.Update 
End Sub 

 

Sub InstanciateSection(ByRef BeamType As Integer, BeamPos As Variant, ByRef SectionFactory As InstanceFactory, ByRef Pl As Plane, 
ByRef Pt As Point, _ 

                        ByRef H As Parameter, ByRef R As Parameter, ByRef f As Parameter, ByRef FA As Parameter, ByRef d As Parameter, _ 

                        ByRef T As Parameter, ByRef MW As Parameter, ByRef dMH As Parameter, ByRef dBW As Parameter, ByRef dIA As 
Parameter) 

Dim Instance As ShapeInstance 

SectionFactory.BeginInstantiate 
 

SectionFactory.PutInputData "Plane", Pl 

SectionFactory.PutInputData "Point", Pt 
 

If BeamPos < 7 And BeamPos > -7 Then 

    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Height", H 

    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Radius", R 

    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Flange", f 

    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Flange_Angle", FA 
    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Draft", d 

    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Thickness", T 
    SectionFactory.PutInputData "Middle_Width", MW 

     

    If BeamType = 1 Then 
        SectionFactory.PutInputData "dMH", dMH 

        SectionFactory.PutInputData "dBW", dBW 

        SectionFactory.PutInputData "dIA", dIA 
    End If 

End If 

 
Set Instance = SectionFactory.Instantiate 

SectionFactory.EndInstantiate 

SectionFactory.EndInstanceFactory 
End Sub 

 

Sub CreateSurfaces() 

Dim SurfaceID 

Dim CreateLoft As HybridShapeLoft 

Dim sketch1 As Sketch 
Dim sketch2 As Sketch 

Dim sketch3 As Sketch 

Dim SketchRef1 As Reference 
Dim SketchRef2 As Reference 

Dim SketchRef3 As Reference 

Dim SecIDToUse() As Variant 
 

For SurfaceID = -3 To 3 

    find_str = "Surface_" & SurfaceID 
    sel.Search ("Name='" & find_str & "',all") 

    If sel.Count = 0 Then 

        Set CreateLoft = HSFactory.AddNewLoft() 
        Select Case SurfaceID 

        Case -3 

            SecIDToUse = Array(-8, -7) 
        Case -2 

            SecIDToUse = Array(-6, -5) 

        Case -1 

            SecIDToUse = Array(-3, -4, -2) 

        Case 0 

            SecIDToUse = Array(0, -1, 1) 
        Case 1 

            SecIDToUse = Array(3, 4, 2) 

        Case 2 
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            SecIDToUse = Array(6, 5) 

        Case 3 

            SecIDToUse = Array(7, 8) 

        End Select 

         
        On Error Resume Next 

        Set sketch1 = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & SecIDToUse(0)) 

        Set sketch2 = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & SecIDToUse(1)) 
        If Err.Number = 0 Then 

            If SurfaceID >= -1 And SurfaceID <= 1 Then 

                Set sketch3 = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & SecIDToUse(2)) 
                Set SketchRef3 = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(sketch3) 

                CreateLoft.AddSectionToLoft SketchRef3, 1, Nothing 

            End If 
             

            Set SketchRef1 = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(sketch1) 

            Set SketchRef2 = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(sketch2) 
                     

            CreateLoft.SectionCoupling = 3 

            CreateLoft.Relimitation = 1 
            CreateLoft.CanonicalDetection = 2 

            CreateLoft.AddSectionToLoft SketchRef1, 1, Nothing 

            CreateLoft.AddSectionToLoft SketchRef2, 1, Nothing 

            CreateLoft.Name = "Surface_" & SurfaceID 

            Surfaces.AppendHybridShape CreateLoft 

        Else 
            MsgBox "Section " & SecIDToUse(0) & "/" & SecIDToUse(1) & " missing", 64, "Can not create surface" 

            Err.Clear 
        End If 

    Else 

        sel.Clear 
    End If 

Next SurfaceID 

iPart.Update 
End Sub 

 

Sub CreateTransitions() 
Dim CreateBlend As HybridShapeBlend 

Dim FirstCurve As Sketch 

Dim SecondCurve As Sketch 
Dim FirstSupport As HybridShapeLoft 

Dim SecondSupport As HybridShapeLoft 

Dim FirstCurveRef As Reference 

Dim FirstSupportRef As Reference 

Dim SecondCurveRef As Reference 

Dim SecondSupportRef As Reference 
Dim TransCur As Integer 

Dim BlendVar() As Variant 

Dim BeamID1 As Integer 
Dim BeamID2 As Integer 

 

For TransCur = -2 To 2 
     

    sel.Search ("Name='Transition_" & TransCur & "',all") 

    If sel.Count = 0 And TransCur <> 0 Then 
        Select Case TransCur 

            Case -1 

                BlendVar = Array(-1, 0, -2, -1, -1, 1) 
            Case -2 

                BlendVar = Array(-4, -1, -5, -2, -1, -1) 

            Case 1 
                BlendVar = Array(1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1) 

            Case 2 

                BlendVar = Array(4, 1, 5, 2, -1, -1) 

        End Select 

         

        On Error Resume Next 
        BeamID1 = para.SubList(SBSketches.Item("Section_" & BlendVar(0)), True).Item("Beam_id").Value 

        BeamID2 = para.SubList(SBSketches.Item("Section_" & BlendVar(2)), True).Item("Beam_id").Value 

        Set FirstSupport = Surfaces.HybridShapes.Item("Surface_" & BlendVar(1)) 
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        Set SecondSupport = Surfaces.HybridShapes.Item("Surface_" & BlendVar(3)) 

         

        If Err.Number = 0 Then 

            If BeamID1 = BeamID2 Then 

                Set FirstCurve = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & BlendVar(0)) 
                Set SecondCurve = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & BlendVar(2)) 

                 

                Set FirstCurveRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(FirstCurve) 
                Set FirstSupportRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(FirstSupport) 

                Set SecondCurveRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(SecondCurve) 

                Set SecondSupportRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(SecondSupport) 
                Set CreateBlend = HSFactory.AddNewBlend() 

                 

                CreateBlend.Coupling = 3 
                CreateBlend.SetCurve 1, FirstCurveRef 

                CreateBlend.SetOrientation 1, 1 

                 
                CreateBlend.SetSupport 1, FirstSupportRef 

                CreateBlend.SetTransition 1, BlendVar(4) 

                CreateBlend.SetContinuity 1, 1 
                CreateBlend.SetTrimSupport 1, 1 

                CreateBlend.SetBorderMode 1, 1 

                CreateBlend.SetTensionInDouble 1, 1, 0#, 0# 

                 

                CreateBlend.SetCurve 2, SecondCurveRef 

                CreateBlend.SetOrientation 2, 1 
                 

                CreateBlend.SetSupport 2, SecondSupportRef 
                CreateBlend.SetTransition 2, BlendVar(5) 

                CreateBlend.SetContinuity 2, 1 

                CreateBlend.SetTrimSupport 2, 1 
                CreateBlend.SetBorderMode 2, 1 

                CreateBlend.SetTensionInDouble 2, 1, 0#, 0# 

                CreateBlend.SmoothAngleThresholdActivity = False 
                CreateBlend.SmoothDeviationActivity = False 

                CreateBlend.RuledDevelopableSurface = False 

                CreateBlend.Name = "Transition_" & TransCur 
                ConnectSurfaces.AppendHybridShape CreateBlend 

             

            Else 
                MsgBox ("Do manually: Section_" & BlendVar(0) & " to Section_" & BlendVar(2)) 

            End If 

        Else 

            MsgBox "Section " & BlendVar(0) & "/" & BlendVar(2) & " missing" & vbLf & _ 

                   "or surface_" & BlendVar(1) & "/" & BlendVar(3) & " missing.", 64, "Can not create transition" 

            Err.Clear 
        End If 

    Else 

        sel.Clear 
    End If 

Next TransCur 

iPart.Update 
End Sub 

 

Sub DeleteSurface(ByRef SecIDs() As Integer) 
Dim SecID 

Dim str As String 

For Each SecID In SecIDs 
    Select Case SecID 

    Case -1 To 1 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_0' + " 
    Case 2, 3, 4 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_1' + " 

    Case 5, 6 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_2' + " 

    Case 7, 8 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_3' + " 
    Case -2, -3, -4 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_-1' + " 

    Case -5, -6 
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        str = str + "Name='Surface_-2' + " 

    Case -7, -8 

        str = str + "Name='Surface_-3' + " 

    End Select 

Next SecID 
 

str = VBA.Left(str, Len(str) - 3) & ",all" 

sel.Search str 
On Error Resume Next 

sel.Delete 

sel.Clear 
End Sub 

 

Sub DeleteTransition(ByRef SecIDs() As Integer) 
Dim SecID 

Dim str As String 

 
For Each SecID In SecIDs 

    Select Case SecID 

    Case -1, 0, 1 
        str = str & "Name='Transition_1' + Name='Transition_-1' + " 

    Case 2, 3, 4 

        str = str & "Name='Transition_1' + Name='Transition_2' + " 

    Case -2, -3, -4 

        str = str & "Name='Transition_-1' + Name='Transition_-2' + " 

    Case 5, 6 
        str = str & "Name='Transition_2' + Name='Transition_3' + " 

    Case -5, -6 
        str = str & "Name='Transition_-2' + Name='Transition_-3' + " 

    End Select 

Next SecID 
 

str = VBA.Left(str, Len(str) - 3) & ",all" 

sel.Search str 
On Error Resume Next 

sel.Delete 

sel.Clear 
End Sub 
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Positioning 

Private i As Byte 

Private InputPos As HybridBody 
Private iPart As Part 

Private HSFactory As HybridShapeFactory 

Private OuterPanel As HybridShapeSurfaceExplicit 
Private OuterPanelRef As Reference 

Private MidPlane As HybridShapePlaneNormal 'Middle plane 

Private AxisSys As AxisSystems 
Private objSel As Object 

 

Sub CATMain() 
Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set AxisSys = iPart.AxisSystems 

Set InputPos = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("Input").HybridBodies.Item("Positioning") 
Set HSFactory = iPart.HybridShapeFactory 

Set objSel = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Selection 

i = 1 'Start value for phase 2 
objSel.Clear 

 

Dim Start_sys As AxisSystem '--- Create axis system in the start vertex ---' 

Dim selVertex As Vertex 

Dim strVertex As String 

Dim VertexRef As Reference 
Dim strReturn As String 

Set Start_sys = AxisSys.Add() 
Start_sys.Name = "Start_sys" 

Start_sys.OriginType = 0 

 
strReturn = objSel.SelectElement2(Array("Vertex"), "Select a Vertex in the lowest point on the outer panel", False) 

If strReturn = "Normal" Then 

    Set selVertex = objSel.Item2(1).Reference 
Else 

    Set selVertex = Nothing 

    MsgBox ("An error occured during the selection, process canceled") 
    Exit Sub 

End If 

 
Set OuterPanel = selVertex.Parent 

objSel.Clear 

strVertex = selVertex.Name 

strVertex = Replace(strVertex, "Selection_", "") 

REDO_REFERENCE: 

On Error Resume Next 
Set VertexRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromBRepName(strVertex, OuterPanel) 

If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

    strVertex = VBA.Left(strVertex, Len(strVertex) - 1) 
    Err.Clear 

    GoTo REDO_REFERENCE 

End If 
 

Start_sys.OriginPoint = VertexRef 

Dim XYPlane_REF As Reference '--- Offset plane from Sys ---' 
Dim Offset_5in As HybridShapePlaneOffset 

iPart.InWorkObject = InputPos 

Set XYPlane_REF = iPart.CreateReferenceFromBRepName("RSur:(Face:(Brp:(Start_sys;1);None:();Cf11:()))", Start_sys) 
Set Offset_5in = HSFactory.AddNewPlaneOffset(XYPlane_REF, (5 * 25.4), False) 

InputPos.AppendHybridShape Offset_5in 

 
Dim Offset_5in_ref As Reference '--- Make horisontal intersection ---' 

Dim horisontal_Intersection As HybridShapeIntersection 

Set Offset_5in_ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(Offset_5in) 

Set OuterPanelRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(OuterPanel) 'Is a private variable 

Set horisontal_Intersection = HSFactory.AddNewIntersection(Offset_5in_ref, OuterPanelRef) 

horisontal_Intersection.PointType = 0 
InputPos.AppendHybridShape horisontal_Intersection 

 

Dim horisontal_Intersection_ref As Reference '--- Create Plane in Middle ---' 
Set horisontal_Intersection_ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(horisontal_Intersection) 
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Set MidPlane = HSFactory.AddNewPlaneNormal(horisontal_Intersection_ref, Nothing) 

InputPos.AppendHybridShape MidPlane 

 

iPart.Update 

objSel.Add OuterPanel 
objSel.VisProperties.SetShow 1 

objSel.Clear 

 
Call Phase2 

End Sub 

 
Public Sub Phase2() 

'--- Create 2 Points for angle of the beam ---' 

If i <= 2 Then 
 

    Call CreatePoint.CreateExtract 

    i = i + 1 
Else 

    Dim InputPosHS As HybridShapes '--- Create line between points ---' 

    Dim Point1 As Point 
    Dim Point1Ref As Reference 

    Dim Point2 As Point 

    Dim Point2Ref As Reference 

    Dim Line1 As HybridShapeLinePtPt 

    Set InputPosHS = InputPos.HybridShapes 

    Set Point1 = InputPosHS.Item(InputPosHS.Count - 2) 
    Set Point1Ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(Point1) 

    Set Point2 = InputPosHS.Item(InputPosHS.Count) 
    Set Point2Ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(Point2) 

    Set Line1 = HSFactory.AddNewLinePtPt(Point1Ref, Point2Ref) 

    InputPos.AppendHybridShape Line1 
      

    Dim Line1Ref As Reference '--- Project line on outer panel ---' 

    Dim projLine1 As HybridShapeProject 
    Set Line1Ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(Line1) 

    Set projLine1 = HSFactory.AddNewProject(Line1Ref, OuterPanelRef) 

    projLine1.SolutionType = 0 
    projLine1.Normal = True 

    projLine1.SmoothingType = 0 

    InputPos.AppendHybridShape projLine1 
 

    Dim MidPlaneRef As Reference     '--- Create intersection point ---' 

    Dim projLine1Ref As Reference 

    Dim intersectPt As HybridShapeIntersection 

    Set MidPlaneRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(MidPlane) 

    Set projLine1Ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(projLine1) 
    Set intersectPt = HSFactory.AddNewIntersection(MidPlaneRef, projLine1Ref) 

    intersectPt.PointType = 0 

    InputPos.AppendHybridShape intersectPt 
     

    Dim intersectPtRef As Reference '--- Create point in intersection point ---' 

    Dim PtInIntersect As HybridShapePointCoord 
    Set intersectPtRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(intersectPt) 

    Set PtInIntersect = HSFactory.AddNewPointCoord(0, 0, 0) 

    PtInIntersect.PtRef = intersectPtRef 
    InputPos.AppendHybridShape PtInIntersect 

     

    Dim PtInIntersectRef As Reference '--- Create support lines ---' 
    Dim Line1Direction As HybridShapeDirection 

    Dim SupportLine As HybridShapeLinePtDir 

    Dim SupportLineRef As Reference 
    Dim OrigPlaneZXRef As Reference 

    Dim OrigPlaneZX As HybridShapePlaneExplicit 

    Dim normSupportLineRef As HybridShapeLineAngle 

    Set PtInIntersectRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(PtInIntersect) 

    Set Line1Direction = HSFactory.AddNewDirection(Line1Ref) 

    Set SupportLine = HSFactory.AddNewLinePtDir(PtInIntersectRef, Line1Direction, 0, 10, True) 
    InputPos.AppendHybridShape SupportLine 

    Set SupportLineRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(SupportLine) 

    Set OrigPlaneZX = iPart.OriginElements.PlaneZX 
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    Set OrigPlaneZXRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(OrigPlaneZX) 

    Set normSupportLineRef = HSFactory.AddNewLineAngle(SupportLineRef, OrigPlaneZXRef, PtInIntersectRef, False, 0, 10, 90, False) 

    InputPos.AppendHybridShape normSupportLineRef     

     

    Dim rotSupportLine As HybridShapeRotate '--- Create Rotate axis ---' 
    Dim normSupportLineRef_ref As Reference 

    Set normSupportLineRef_ref = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(normSupportLineRef) 

    Set rotSupportLine = HSFactory.AddNewEmptyRotate() 
    rotSupportLine.ElemToRotate = SupportLineRef 

    rotSupportLine.VolumeResult = False 

    rotSupportLine.RotationType = 0 
    rotSupportLine.Axis = normSupportLineRef_ref 

    rotSupportLine.AngleValue = 0 

    InputPos.AppendHybridShape rotSupportLine 
    iPart.Update 

     

    Dim axisSysBeam As AxisSystem '--- Get the beam into position ---' 
    Dim SupportRotLineRef As Reference 

     

    Set SupportRotLineRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(rotSupportLine) 
    Set axisSysBeam = AxisSys.Item("SIBAxisSystem") 

    axisSysBeam.Type = 0 

    axisSysBeam.OriginType = 0 

    axisSysBeam.OriginPoint = PtInIntersectRef 

 

    axisSysBeam.XAxisType = 2 
    axisSysBeam.XAxisDirection = SupportRotLineRef 

    axisSysBeam.YAxisType = 0 
    axisSysBeam.ZAxisType = 0 

    axisSysBeam.ZAxisDirection = normSupportLineRef_ref 

    axisSysBeam.IsCurrent = False 
    iPart.Update 

    End If 

End Sub 
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Public Sub CreateExtract() 

 

Dim iPart As Part 

Dim objSel As Object 

Dim GeoSetPos As HybridBody 
Dim Extract As Face 

Dim ExtractRef As Reference 

Dim InnerPanel As AnyObject 
Dim strReturn As String 

Dim strExtract As String 

Dim Extract_surface As HybridShapeExtract 
 

'--- Script for letting the user to create two points ---' 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 
Set objSel = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Selection 

Set GeoSetPos = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("Input").HybridBodies.Item("Positioning") 

 
strReturn = objSel.SelectElement2(Array("Face"), "Select the surface where the point should be inserted", False) 

If strReturn = "Normal" Then 

    Set Extract = objSel.Item2(1).Reference 
Else 

    Set Extract = Nothing 

    MsgBox ("An error occured during the selection, process canceled") 

    Exit Sub 

End If 

 
Set InnerPanel = Extract.Parent 

objSel.Clear 
strExtract = Extract.Name 

strExtract = Replace(strExtract, "Selection_", "") 

 
REDO_REFERENCE: 

On Error Resume Next 

Set ExtractRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromBRepName(strExtract & 
";WithPermanentBody;WithoutBuildError;WithSelectingFeatureSupport;MFBRepVersion_CXR15", InnerPanel) 

If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

    strExtract = VBA.Left(strExtract, Len(strExtract) - 1) 
    Err.Clear 

    GoTo REDO_REFERENCE 

End If 
 

Set Extract_surface = iPart.HybridShapeFactory.AddNewExtract(ExtractRef) 

GeoSetPos.AppendHybridShape Extract_surface 

 

iPart.Update 

objSel.Add Extract_surface 
CATIA.StartCommand "Point" 

MakePoint.Show vbModeless 'Call a form to stop for StartCommand "Point" 

End Sub 
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Length adjustment 

Private iPart As Part 

Private SpineBeam As HybridBody 
Private PVObjects As HybridShapes 

Private Pt As HybridShapePointCoord 

Private i As Integer 
Private j As Integer 

 

Sub CATMain() 
 

If TypeName(CATIA.ActiveDocument) <> "PartDocument" Then 

 
    MsgBox "This program only works with a part.  Chose a part and re-start the program", 64, "Part required" 

    Exit Sub 

End If 
frmLengthAdjus.Show vbModeless 

End Sub 

 
Public Function LengthMeasure() 

 

Dim ArrayL() As Double 

 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set SpineBeam = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam") 
Set PVObjects = SpineBeam.HybridBodies.Item("PositionVaribles").HybridShapes 

j = 0 
 

For i = -8 To 8 

 
    Set Pt = PVObjects.Item("pt_" & i) 

    ReDim Preserve ArrayL(j) 

    ArrayL(j) = Pt.X.Value 
    j = j + 1 

Next i 

LengthMeasure = ArrayL 
End Function 

 

Sub LengthAdj(LengthPara() As Double) 
 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set SpineBeam = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam") 

Set PVObjects = SpineBeam.HybridBodies.Item("PositionVaribles").HybridShapes 

j = 0 

 
For i = -8 To 8 

     

    Set Pt = PVObjects.Item("pt_" & i) 
    Pt.X.Value = Round(LengthPara(j), 2) 

    j = j + 1 

Next i 
iPart.Update 

End Sub 
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Clearance adjustment 

Private iPart As Part 

Private SBSketches As Sketches 
Private PVObjects As HybridShapes 

Private Pt As HybridShapePointCoord 

Private SecSke As AnyObject 
Private SecSkeRef  As Reference 

Private i As Variant 

Private iSec As Sketch 
Private iThick As Single 

Private Clear As Single 

Private TheSPAWorkbench As Workbench 
Private TheMeasurable 

Private MinimumDistance As Single 

Private MeasurePoints(5) As Variant 'Points the measure use 
 

Sub CATMain() 

 
If TypeName(CATIA.ActiveDocument) <> "PartDocument" Then 

 

    MsgBox "This program only works with a part.  Chose a part and re-start the program", 64, "Part required" 

    Exit Sub 

End If 

frmClearAdjus.Show vbModeless 
End Sub 

 
Sub Adjust(ByRef Section() As Integer, ByRef iClear() As Single) 

 

Dim SurrondComp As HybridBody 
Dim SpineBeam As HybridBody 

Dim PositionVaribles As HybridBody 

Dim OuterPanel As AnyObject 
Dim OuterPanelRef As Reference 

Dim BeamID As Integer 

Dim para As Parameters 
Dim cur As Byte 

 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 
Set para = iPart.Parameters 

Set SurrondComp = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("Input").HybridBodies.Item("SurroundingComponents") 

Set SpineBeam = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam").HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam") 

Set SBSketches = SpineBeam.HybridSketches 

Set PositionVaribles = SpineBeam.HybridBodies.Item("PositionVaribles") 

Set PVObjects = PositionVaribles.HybridShapes 
'Declare the outer panel to measure to 

On Error Resume Next 

Set OuterPanel = SurrondComp.HybridShapes.Item("OuterPanel") 
If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

    MsgBox "Could not find ""OuterPanel"" in Input\SurroundingComponent, insert it there and rename it correctly!" 

    Err.Clear 
    Exit Sub 

End If 

Set OuterPanelRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(OuterPanel) 
'Initial measure between the objects 

Set TheSPAWorkbench = CATIA.ActiveDocument.GetWorkbench("SPAWorkbench") 

Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench.GetMeasurable(OuterPanelRef) 
iThick = para.RootParameterSet.AllParameters.Item("Thickness").Value 

cur = 0 

 
For Each i In Section 

    Set iSec = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & i) 

    BeamID = para.SubList(iSec, True).Item("Beam_id").Value 

    Clear = (iClear(cur) + iThick) 

    Select Case BeamID 

        Case 0 
            SingleHat 

        Case 1 

            DoubleHat 
        Case Else 
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            MsgBox ("Could not determine the profile of Section_" & i & vbLf & _ 

                    "Section won't be adjusted to the outer panel") 

            Err.Clear 

    End Select 

    cur = cur + 1 
Next i 

End Sub 

 
Sub SingleHat() 

'Declare the section to measure from 

Set SecSke = iSec.GeometricElements.Item(2) 
Set SecSkeRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(SecSke) 

Set Pt = PVObjects.Item("pt_" & i) 'Pt.Y.Value the value to change 

MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(SecSkeRef) 'Measure the minimum distance 
 

Do 

    TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistancePoints SecSkeRef, MeasurePoints 'Get the points used to measure the minimum distance 
    If MeasurePoints(1) > MeasurePoints(4) Then 

        Pt.Y.Value = Pt.Y.Value + (MinimumDistance - Clear) 

    Else 
        Pt.Y.Value = Pt.Y.Value - (MinimumDistance + Clear) 

    End If 

    'Control to check the new distance 

    On Error Resume Next 

    iPart.Update 

    MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(SecSkeRef) 'Measure the minimum distance after change 
Loop Until MinimumDistance < (Clear + 0.01) And MinimumDistance > (Clear - 0.01) 

 
If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

    MsgBox ("A transition failed adjust the heigth to fix it!") 

    Err.Clear 
End If 

End Sub 

 
Sub DoubleHat() 

Dim PtRef As Reference 

Dim j As Byte 
Dim Side As String 

 

Set Pt = PVObjects.Item("pt_" & i) 'Pt.Y.Value the value to change 
Set PtRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(Pt) 

'Set the section as zero distance to the outer panel 

MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(PtRef) 'Measure the minimum distance 

TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistancePoints PtRef, MeasurePoints 'Get the points used to measure the minimum distance 

 

If MeasurePoints(1) > MeasurePoints(4) Then 
    Pt.Y.Value = Pt.Y.Value + (MinimumDistance) 

Else 

    Pt.Y.Value = Pt.Y.Value - (MinimumDistance) 
End If 

On Error Resume Next 

iPart.Update 
 

For j = 1 To 2 

    If j = 1 Then 
        Set SecSke = iSec.GeometricElements.Item(2) 

        Side = "Clear" 

    ElseIf j = 2 Then 
        Set SecSke = iSec.GeometricElements.Item(32) 

        Side = "Clearb" 

    End If 
     

    Set SecSkeRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(SecSke) 

    MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(SecSkeRef) 'Measure the minimum distance for first side 

    Do 

        TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistancePoints SecSkeRef, MeasurePoints 'Get the points used to measure the minimum distance 

        If MeasurePoints(1) > MeasurePoints(4) Then 
        Dim asdf 

            iSec.Constraints.Item(Side).Dimension.Value = iSec.Constraints.Item(Side).Dimension.Value + (Clear - MinimumDistance) 

            asdf = iSec.Constraints.Item(Side).Dimension.Value 
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        Else 

            iSec.Constraints.Item(Side).Dimension.Value = iSec.Constraints.Item(Side).Dimension.Value + (Clear + MinimumDistance) 

        End If 

        'Control to check the new distance 

        On Error Resume Next 
        iPart.Update 

        MinimumDistance = TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(SecSkeRef) 'Measure the minimum distance after change 

    Loop Until MinimumDistance < (Clear + 0.01) And MinimumDistance > (Clear - 0.01) 
Next j 

 

If Err.Number <> 0 Then 
    MsgBox ("A transition failed adjust the heigth to fix it!") 

    Err.Clear 

End If 
End Sub 
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Beam properties 

Private iPart As Part 

Private para As Parameters 
Private i As Byte 

 

Sub CATMain() 
 

If TypeName(CATIA.ActiveDocument) <> "PartDocument" Then 

 
    MsgBox "This program only works with a part.  Chose a part and re-start the program", 64, "Part required" 

    Exit Sub 

End If 
frmSectionOpt.Show vbModeless 

End Sub 

 
Public Function PartValues(Paras As Variant) 

 

Dim ArrayP() As Double 
 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set para = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

 

For i = 0 To UBound(Paras) 

 
    ReDim Preserve ArrayP(i) 

    ArrayP(i) = para.Item(Paras(i)).Value 
Next i 

PartValues = ArrayP 

End Function 
 

Sub PartValueUpt(Names As Variant, Values As Variant) 

 
Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set para = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

 
If IsEmpty(Names(0)) = False Then 

    For i = 0 To UBound(Names) 

         
        para.Item(Names(i)).Value = Values(i) 

    Next i 

End If 

iPart.Update 

End Sub 
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Check model 

Private iPart As Part 

Private rootPara As Parameters 
Private SIB As HybridBody 

Private SurrondComp As HybridBody 

Private SBSketches As Sketches 
Private MainSurface As HybridBody 

Private Surfaces As HybridBody 

Private ConnectSurfaces As HybridBody 
Private BeamSurface As HybridBody 

Private PHSketches As Sketches 

 
Sub CATMain() 

 

If TypeName(CATIA.ActiveDocument) <> "PartDocument" Then 
 

    MsgBox "This program only works with a part.  Chose a part and re-start the program", 64, "Part required" 

    Exit Sub 
End If 

frmCheckModel.Show vbModeless 

End Sub 

 

Public Function CheckBeam() 

 
Dim holeRight As Variant 

Dim convRight As Variant 
Dim holeLeft As Variant 

Dim convLeft As Variant 

Dim draftA As Variant 
Dim InnerDraftA As Variant 

 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 
Set rootPara = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

Set SurrondComp = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("Input").HybridBodies.Item("SurroundingComponents") 

Set SIB = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam") 
Set SBSketches = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam").HybridSketches 

Set MainSurface = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("MainSurface") 

Set Surfaces = MainSurface.HybridBodies.Item("Surfaces") 
Set ConnectSurfaces = MainSurface.HybridBodies.Item("Transitions") 

Set BeamSurface = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("SurfaceFeatures") 

Set PHSketches = BeamSurface.HybridBodies.Item("ProcessHoles").HybridSketches 

 

'Check distance for process holes to radius on right side 

On Error Resume Next 
holeRight = (SBSketches.Item("Section_-5").Constraints.Item("mdlWidth").Dimension.Value / 2 - 

PHSketches.Item("SkeProcessHoles").Constraints.Item("radProcessHoleRight").Dimension.Value) 

convRight = (SBSketches.Item("Section_-6").Constraints.Item("mdlWidth").Dimension.Value / 2 - 
PHSketches.Item("SkeProcessHoles").Constraints.Item("diaConHoleRight").Dimension.Value / 2) 

 

holeLeft = (SBSketches.Item("Section_5").Constraints.Item("mdlWidth").Dimension.Value / 2 - 
PHSketches.Item("SkeProcessHoles").Constraints.Item("radProcessHoleLeft").Dimension.Value) 

convLeft = (SBSketches.Item("Section_6").Constraints.Item("mdlWidth").Dimension.Value / 2 - 

PHSketches.Item("SkeProcessHoles").Constraints.Item("diaConHoleLeft").Dimension.Value / 2) 
 

'Check draft angle 

draftA = rootPara.Item("Draft").Value 
InnerDraftA = rootPara.Item("dblInsideAngle").Value 

 

'Check distance to inner panel (window, rail) 
Dim iObjRef  As Reference 

Dim iObj As Object 

 

Dim InnerPanel As Object 

Dim InnerPanelRef As Reference 

 
Dim TheSPAWorkbench As Workbench 

Dim TheMeasurable 

Dim MinimumDistance(1) As Variant 
Dim InnerPnlName() As Variant 
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Dim i, j 

 

InnerPnlName = Array("Window", "WindowRail") 

j = 0 

 
For Each i In InnerPnlName 

    On Error Resume Next 

    Set InnerPanel = SurrondComp.HybridShapes.Item(i) 
    Set InnerPanelRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(InnerPanel) 

    If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

        MinimumDistance(j) = "Can't find " & i 
        Err.Clear 

    Else 

        Set TheSPAWorkbench = CATIA.ActiveDocument.GetWorkbench("SPAWorkbench") 
        Set TheMeasurable = TheSPAWorkbench.GetMeasurable(InnerPanelRef) 

         

        Set iObj = SIB.HybridShapes.Item("Surface") 
        Set iObj = MainSurface.HybridShapes.Item("Surface") 

        Set iObj = BeamSurface.HybridShapes.Item("Surface") 

        If iObj.Name <> "Surface" Then 
            MinimumDistance(j) = "Can't find FinalSurface!" 

        Else 

            Set iObjRef = iPart.CreateReferenceFromObject(iObj) 

            MinimumDistance(j) = Round(TheMeasurable.GetMinimumDistance(iObjRef), 2) 'Measure the minimum distance 

        End If 

    End If 
    j = j + 1 

Next i 
 

CheckBeam = Array(holeRight, convRight, holeLeft, convLeft, draftA, InnerDraftA, MinimumDistance(0), MinimumDistance(1)) 

End Function 
 

Public Function BeamInfo() 

 
Dim info(3) As String 

 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 
Set rootPara = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

 

info(0) = rootPara.Item("BeamType").ValueAsString 
info(1) = rootPara.Item("Warm-Cold").ValueAsString 

info(2) = rootPara.Item("Mass").ValueAsString 

info(3) = iPart.Parameters.SubList(iPart.MainBody, True).Item("Material").ValueAsString 

 

BeamInfo = info 

End Function 
 

Function CheckSections() 

 
Dim Ske As Sketch 

Dim BeamID As Byte 

Dim toVal As Byte 
Dim i As Integer 

Dim j As Integer 

Dim iFormula 
Dim formulaPara As Variant 

Dim formulaName As Variant 

Dim NrTot As Integer 
Dim PreTot As Integer 

Dim strTxt As String 

 
 

Set iPart = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Part 

Set rootPara = iPart.Parameters 

Set SIB = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam") 

Set SBSketches = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("SpineBeam").HybridSketches 

formulaPara = Array("heightR", "heightL", "thickness", "mdlWidth", "flangeR", "flangeL", "innerRadiusR", _ 
                    "draftR", "draftL", "flangeAngleR", "flangeAngleL", _ 

                    "dblHatWidthR", "dblHatWidthL", "midHeightR", "midHeightL") 

formulaName = Array("Right height", "Left height", "Thickness", "Middle Width", "Right flange", "Left flange", "Right inner Radius", _ 
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                    "Right draft", "Left draft", "Right flange angle", "Left flange angle", _ 

                    "Right hat width", "Left hat width", "Right middle height", "Left middle height") 

strTxt = "These parameters are not following the parametric values:" & vbLf 

 

For i = -6 To 6 
 

    Set Ske = SBSketches.Item("Section_" & i) 

    BeamID = rootPara.SubList(Ske, True).Item("Beam_id").Value 
    If BeamID = 0 Then 

        toVal = 10 

    Else 
        toVal = 14 

    End If 

    PreTot = NrTot 
     

    For j = 0 To toVal 

        Set iFormula = Ske.Constraints.Item(formulaPara(j)).Dimension.OptionalRelation 
         

        If iFormula Is Nothing Then 

            If PreTot = NrTot Then 
                strTxt = strTxt & "Section_" & i & ":" & vbLf 

            End If 

            strTxt = strTxt & vbTab & formulaName(j) & vbLf 

            NrTot = NrTot + 1 

        End If 

    Next j 
Next i 

 
If NrTot > 0 Then 

    strTxt = strTxt & vbLf & "Total number of non-parametric values: " & NrTot & vbLf 

Else 
    strTxt = "All values are parametric." 

End If 

CheckSections = strTxt 
End Function 
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Iges export 

Private iDoc As Document 

Private sel As Object 
Private dirPathIgs As String 

Private ObjName() As Variant 

Private i As Byte 
 

Sub ExportIgs(ExpCheck() As String, dirPath As String) 

 
CATIA.HSOSynchronized = False 

Set iDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

Set sel = iDoc.Selection 
 

sel.Clear 'Make the model ready for exporting 

sel.Search "(CATPrtSearch.*),All" 'Hides the model 
sel.VisProperties.SetShow 1 

sel.Clear 

sel.Search "(.'Geometrical Set'+.Part),All" 'Show all geo sets and parts 
sel.VisProperties.SetShow 0 

 

For i = 0 To UBound(ExpCheck, 1) 

    If ExpCheck(i, 0) <> vbNullString Then 

         

        dirPathIgs = dirPath & ExpCheck(i, 1) 
        sel.Clear 

        On Error Resume Next 
        sel.Add iDoc.Part.FindObjectByName(ExpCheck(i, 0)) 

        If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

             
            MsgBox ("""" & ExpCheck(i, 0) & """ was not exported!") 

            Err.Clear 

        Else 
         

            sel.VisProperties.SetShow 0 

            iDoc.ExportData dirPathIgs, "igs" 'Export the part 
            sel.VisProperties.SetShow 1 

        End If 

    End If 
Next i 

CATIA.HSOSynchronized = True 

End Sub 

 

Function ExpFeature() 

 
Dim iPart As Part 

Dim SIB As HybridBody 

Dim ObjName() As Variant 
Dim iFind 

Dim PrtFeature(4) As String 

 
Set iDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

Set iPart = iDoc.Part 

Set SIB = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("SideImpactBeam") 
ObjName = Array("FinalSurface", "rrSupport", "frtSupport", "TestBody", "weldPts") 

 

For i = 0 To UBound(ObjName) 
    On Error Resume Next 

    iFind = SIB.HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 

    iFind = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("MainSurface").HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 
    iFind = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("SurfaceFeatures").HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 

    iFind = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("MainSurface").HybridBodies.Item("Support").HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 

    iFind = SIB.HybridBodies.Item("SurfaceFeatures").HybridBodies.Item("WeldPositions").HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 

    iFind = iPart.HybridBodies.Item("TestBody").HybridShapes.Item(ObjName(i)).Name 

     

    If iFind = vbNullString Then 
         

        iFind = """" & ObjName(i) & """ not found in part." 

    End If 
    PrtFeature(i) = iFind 
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    Err.Clear 

    iFind = "" 

Next i 

 

ExpFeature = PrtFeature 
End Function 

 

Function SelectFeature(strMsg As String) 
 

Dim strReturn As String 

Dim FeatureName 
 

Set iDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

Set sel = iDoc.Selection 
strMsg = "Select the " & strMsg & " to export." 

strReturn = sel.SelectElement2(Array("AnyObject"), strMsg, False) 

 
If strReturn = "Normal" Then 

    Set FeatureName = sel.Item2(1).Value 

    SelectFeature = FeatureName.Name 
Else 

    SelectFeature = "Nothing was selected" 

End If 

End Function 
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Optimisation module 

Sub CATMain() 

CATIA.DisplayFileAlerts = False 
 

Dim iDoc As Document 

Dim iPart As Part 
Dim iPara As Parameters 

Dim objFile As File 

Dim txtFile As TextStream 
Dim strFilePath As String 

Dim OptFilePath As String 

Dim ExportCheck(0, 1) As String 
Dim strLine As Variant 

Dim strNew As Variant 

 
ExportCheck(0, 0) = "FinalSurface" 

ExportCheck(0, 1) = "\1_Beam" 

Set iDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument 
Set iPart = iDoc.Part 

Set iPara = iPart.Parameters.RootParameterSet.AllParameters 

strFilePath = iDoc.Path 

 

Set objFile = CATIA.FileSystem.GetFile(strFilePath & "\optfile.txt") 

Set txtFile = objFile.OpenAsTextStream("ForReading") 
OptFilePath = txtFile.ReadLine 

txtFile.Close 
 

REDO_REFERENCE: 

On Error Resume Next 
Set objFile = CATIA.FileSystem.GetFile(OptFilePath) 

If Err.Number <> 0 Then 

    OptFilePath = VBA.Right(OptFilePath, Len(OptFilePath) - 1) 
    Err.Clear 

    GoTo REDO_REFERENCE 

End If 
 

Set txtFile = objFile.OpenAsTextStream("ForReading") 

 
Do 

    strLine = txtFile.ReadLine 

    strNew = Split(strLine, ",") 

    If strLine <> vbNullString Then 

        iPara.Item(strNew(0)).Value = Val(strNew(1)) 

    End If 
Loop While strLine <> vbNullString 

objFile.Close 

 
iPart.Update 

Call IgsExport.ExportIgs(ExportCheck, strFilePath) 

iDoc.Close 
CATIA.DisplayFileAlerts = True 

End Sub 


